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THE REQUEST

What are the factors related to students' post-secondary

educational expectations? How are these expectations formed? in an

attempt to gain a fuller answer to these questions, the Board on

February 13, 1975 aPproved the following motion:

"That the Toronto Board initiate a research project
to up-date the Every Student Survey of 1970. That
it include a study on the formation of educational
future post-secondary expectations amongst intermediate
(7, 8, 9, 10) students and their families. That the
following variables be considered:

1) Ekistence of tuition fees
2) Nature of support scheme
1. Socio-economic background
4) Sex
5) Cultural determinants
6) Access to information about post-secondary education
T) Expettationa of family, school, student
8) Academic determinants
9) Peer group determinants

10) Demographic determinants."

(P. 89)

However, before undertaking such a study they asked that as a

first step both a research design and the budget implications be presented

to the School Programs Committee. On April 3, 1975, the Board accepted a

recommendation from the School Progra= Committee:

"(c) That the Board initiate, subject to budget
considerations, a review of the literature on
post-secondary expectations and accessibility.
The object of this study is primarily to prepare
recommendations designed to improve Toronto student
accessibility to post-secondary education, and that
an amount of $6,000.00 be included in the Budget
estimates for this purpose."

(p. 188-189)
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This report is in response to the Board's request of April 3.

It focusses on relevant Ontario research and other Canadian work.

Generally, research from outside the Province is used for supplementary

purposes. Because this extensively documented review has focused on a

particular collection of studies many reports are cited frequently as

each variable is considered in turn. Where other studies, i.e. American

and British, dealt with variables or issues not included in the Canadian

research, these studies are introduced to suggest areas for possible local

investigation as well as to create a more coherent picture of accessibility

and students' post-secondary educational aspirations. This review attempts

to identify:

1) What we know about post-secondary expectations
and accessibility.

2) What we do not know about post-secondary
expectations and accessibility.

3) How and where it is possible for us to embark
on solutions or further investigation.

It is recognized in the next chapter that the Board's concern with

accessibility is widely shared by the public -- llthougla much of the public

concern focusses on educational expenditures and enrolment trends.

This report places the emphasis on "aspirations" rather than

H
expectations" because:

1) Ver7 little work has been done in Ontario and the
rest of Calhada on "expectations". Re.ther, the bulk
of research, both inside and outside Canada, has
focussed on "aspirations."

2) What a person expects to do (expectations) is
normally included within those things that person
desires to do aspirations).

3) Thus, once the general relationships between
aspirations and expectations are understood, it
is not difficult to sense, from a review focussed
cn "aspirations" how the same variables might affect
"expectations."
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It vill become apparent in this report that_the inter-relationships

among the factors linked to students' educational aspirations are ver7

complex. Moreover, the processes assumed to underly the formation of

such aspirations are seen as being quite "elusive."

Nevertheless, each variable is considered both separately and

La its relationship 1.j.th others as the research warrants. The theoretical

and philosophical issues which some researchers raise are gradoely

introduced if only to suggest that some findings depend on the perspective

taken by the research.

Towards the middle of the report the relative importance of

money itself in comparison to value orientation is explored as an impedimemt

to accessibility and post-aecondary aspirations. It is implied that

while isolated variables (e.g. sex, peer group, family size) may bear

a relationship to students' post-secondary educational aspirations, there

may be more encompassing variables which will contribute to a better

understanding of the formation of such aspirations.

This necessitates a fairly lengthy discussion about the role

and nature of financial resources on one hand and values on the other in

tba context of educational aspirations. There is some relationship

between the two but as the evidence seems to suggest, each one oould

function independently. The isSUB is quite interesting since a pervasive

(perhaps commonsense) notion is that lack of money is the orerwhelning

obstacle between poor, able students and university, or even other forum

of post-secondary institutions.

The other possibility which emerges towards the end of the

report is that a value orientation -- with or without financial ability --

contributes La no small way to accessibility and aspirations.
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The comments on methodology atte=pt to provide a critical look

at the traditional way of conducting research on students' educational

rations.

The report concludes with an attempt to link the formation of

educational aspirations to broader societal processes and values. For

instance, what kinds of judgement Qan one make abcIlt either a well-off

student or, =ore perticularly, a pocr student, of high ability who with

high personal sati5faction choose! not to attend a post-secondary

'nstitution? How do students' perceptions of the prestige and income

potential of post-secondary credentials relate to their educational

aspirations?

4.)



CONCMIS: FINROLMIT AND MCPEIDITURE

Any attention given to the quality and quantity of student

movement into Ontario's post-secondary institutions is strongly justified,

at least by the mounting public concern in that direction (Ptke 1970 b, and

Carey 1975). The concern has recently been heightened by the additional

fact that one of the issues of the 1975 Provincial elections was educational

quality and costs.

Even internationally, the subject of post-secondary access has

aroused tremendous interest as indicated by the comprehensive Robbins

Committee Report (1963) on university access in the United Kingdom, by

the massive UNESCO (1963, 1965) case studies, and by the top-level 1967

Vienna Conference or European Education Ministers (1(68).

In terms of academic debate and research in Canada, educators

have tried to grapple with the problem (Fleming, 1957, 1965; Pike, 1970;

Breton, 1972; Committee for University kffairs, 1967, 1968; Committee of

Presidents of Universities of Ontario, 1971). It even extends into the

realm of Government-University relations. Consider the political

implications of the statement made in 1966 by the Hon. William G. Davis,

then Minister. of Education, and now Premier of Ontario:

"The degree of autonomy enjoyed by the provincia11 7
assisted universities of Ontario is equivalent to,
if not greater than, that known by pub1ic3y supported
universities anywhere ... There is, moreover, much
evidence to indicate that provided the universities can
meet the responsibilities of our times we should
undoubtedly be better off if they were allowed to continue
to operate with such autonomy. On the other hand, if they
cannot or will not accept those responsibilities, and if,
for example, ldrge numbers of able students must be turned
away ... I cannot imagine any society, especially one
bearing large expense for higher education, will want to
stand idly 17y.".

addedi viTiC



The extent to which "large numbers of able students" are turned away

will ba considered later in this report.

This prevailing mood fits in with general public apprehension

over the specific relationship between student enrolment and the

educational system, even at the lower educational levels. For instance, a

re%tent Toronto study (Young & Reich, 1974) earned public attention when it

revealed that "only 40% of the students entexing grade 9 w111 graduate

from grade 12 and only 20% from grade 137' .(;7_43). To put it another way,

80% of the students entering grade 9 in Toronto high schools will likely

not complete grade 13 and thus will be unable to continue into university.

To put these figures into a time and provincial perspective,

it should be noted that in 1947, of the pupils entering grade 9 in Ontario

high schools, only 20% survived to grade 13. Later in 1966, this figure

increased to 40% (Porter et al., 1973).

Furthermore, in a comparison among the ten provinces for the

1966-67 academic year (Pike 1970) Ontario ranked second to last in terms

of the number of university students as a percentage of the appropriate age

group in the Province. Moreover, a preliminary comparison (1966-67 figures)

among the Provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, Newfoundland, and Ontario,

revealed that Ontario ranked last in terms of percentage or high school

matriculants enrolling at university (Pike, 1970).

Therefore, the additional facts that:

I) enrolment in Ontario's degree granting institutions
jumped fram 20,000 in 1951-52 to 93,000 in 1968-69
(Cook & Stager, 1969) with a projected 200,000 for
1978-79 (Watson & Quasi, 1969);

2) institutional costs per full-time university
student in Ontario escalated from $1,260.00 in
1956-57 to $2,735.00 in 1965-66 (Cook & Stager, 1969);

3) Ontario Government aid per full-time student as a
percentage of total Government university expenditures
increased by ten times from 1959-60 to 1967-68
(Cook 1 Stager, 1969); 1 1
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all combined to attract wide and continued public concern in this Province.

Furthermore, a detalled analysis for Ontario (Jackson & Fleming, 1957)

revealed that, as far back as the elu-ly fifties, of 100 children who began

school life, 61 entered grade 9, 56 entered grade 10, 46 entered grade :1.1,

21 completed grade 12, 13 completed grade 13 and 4 entered university.

This compared unfavourably with the Canadian average at that tine of

.entering university fram an initial 100 beginning school life. The abrree

trends and circumstances converged in one way or another to impel a closer

look at first,who really aspires, and second, wbo gains access to the'

province's post.m.londary institutions.

While the emphasis im this review will be on Toronto, Ontario and

Canadian research in that order, evidence fram other regions will be

strategically used to support, supplement, or extend that found within

the Canadian context.

The major focus will be on students' post-secondary educational

aspirations, but reference to the main features of actual post-secondary

enrolment trends heightens the relevance and importance of the discussion on

such aspirations, az well as justifying the present public and academic

concern related to the issue.

The implicit assumption made in the relevant research is that,

generally, one s educational aspirations bear a relationship to subsequent

educational attainment. Moreover, a consideration of haw students' post-

secondary aspirmtions are shaped enables one to probe into the extent to which

government policy and social values might be altered.

1 2



Again, while some attention will be paid to students'

aspirations and input to community colleges (e.g., Colleges of Applied

Arts and Technology), university aspirations and access will be emphasized

if only to capitalize on the crucial processes linking the formation of

post-secondary aspirations and subsequent societal implicatioas (e.g.,

social mobility).



ASPIRATIONS AND EXPECTATIONS: Dhl.-NiTION AND RELATIONSHIP

While it is true that "the research taken as a whole, is not

very consistent in its nominal or operational definitions of aspiration"

(Rodman et al., 1974, p. 184), there is sufficient concensus within

Canada to accept the definition of aspiration as "the desires which

individuals have to attain same future goal for themselves" (Williams,

1972; Porter et al., 1973; Pike, 1970).

Much of the misunderstandings in interpreting students' post-

secondary plans is based on the us, of "aspiration" and "expectation" to

mean the same thing (Nelson, 1972; Sewell & Shah, 1968a, 1968b). In the

first place, students' aspirations have been discussed more widely and

subjected to more intensive research than expectations. Technically,

while "aspiration" refers to what a student would like to do, or the goal

which he would like to attain, 'expectation" is viewed as a.more "realistic"

choice of action or goAl. It must be noted, however, that expectations

are usually subsumed. within aspirations.

-Whersver the two cancepts have been =pared, it was generally

faaad that:

1) 3oth the level of aspiration and the level of
expectation are related to the students' social
class background, with the latter more strong1T
related. Also, group measures of the level of
aspiration are consistently h(gher than those of
the level of expectation (Rodman et al., 1974).

2) Whea iadividual or g---nup disampancies between
level of aspiration and level of expectation
have been related to social class, the discrepancies
are larger for students of the lower class than
for those im the middle class (Ran, 1968; Porter
et al., 1973; Caro and ahlblad, 1965; Elder,
1970; Clark et al., 1969).

14
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3) The gap betweea the level of parents'
expectations and aspirations was slightly
greater than the gap between their
Children's expectations and aspirations,
with the gaps again being wider for those
parents and Children fram law social class
background (Porter et al., 1973).

The literature on students' post-secondary expectations

within the Canadian context is relatively sparse. Furthermore,

aspiration is a more interesting concept because it refers to the full

range of life's opportunities which an individual is capable of seeing

for birIcelf or herself. In order to get a more general picture of the

social and psychological processes related to haw students think about

their educational future, studente aspirations, except for the preceding

comments on expectations, are emphasized in this paper.

15
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for these concerns was based on an inter-Provincial comparison on students'

educational aspirations tad provincial econamic development (Breton, 1972).

It was found that students in Ontario "occupied a rank much lover for both

secondary and post-secondary plans than its economic development would_

indicate" (p 131). Even as far back as same 20 years ago, Jackson (1957,

p. iii) conjectured:

"Recent yeare have been marked by increesing concern
over the wasted talents-of a proportion of our
Canadian young people. Lack of knowledge, of interest,
financial means, of favourable environmental influence::
hare prevented them fram reaching the maximum level of
educational development "

Same of the key issues which pervaded the relevant research over

the past twenty years hinged an philosophies concerned wi h rascality of

educational ommortunity (Pavalko, 1967; Porter, 1974; Cook & Stager, 1969),

existina conditions of accessibility (Clark et al., 1969; Council of

Ontario Universities, 1971; Cammis 4on on Post-Secondary Education iv Ontario,

1972; Bissell, 1957), and financial aid (Student Administrative Council,

University of Toronto, 1971; Pike, 1970).

Social c.ass

in spite cf differing mersmectives, it became quite evident fram

the above studies, that social class, in whaterer way deduced, :as arucially

linked to students' most-secondary intentions end enrolment One research

teem (Porter et al., 1973) muz the issue squarely:

1

- 25 -
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model building will alter these facts, although they no
doubt help to elucidate the way in which social class
has its effects (through intervening factors such as
school program, academic achievement, and the encouragement
of parents and others) on the level of aspirations for both
education and career."

p, x (e=phasis supplied)

What then, are some of the specific relu:ionships between

social class and sex and actual post-secondary enrolment? One reviewer

(Pike, 1970, p. 55) observed that children of upper class parents "were

very greatly overrepresented emrng Canadian university straPnts relative

to their total =umbers in the Canadian population." An analysis of

some 8,000 university students draw= fram all Canadian provinces showed

that "over one-half of the students attenaing Canadian universities (in

1957) were drawn fro= a social segment of the population (i.e. middle and

upper classes) which, in total, contained only about one-fifth of the

country's ahildren", (p. 183).

- - - - -
_The following Table (Tahle 1), which has been frequently cited,

^

is one indication cf social class bias in oniversity enrolment:

17
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TABLE 1
Soma CLASS 0111G1T3 or 7.947 Cartantas UNIVEASTTY STUDENTS

(Busaes OCCUPATIONAL. SCALE)

Falbere
accupukaal

dan
%

students

% of chadren at home
with fathers in

% of labour force labour force

Totals

Male heads
of fatuity aged Ratio of

with All 14-24 repesen-
childrent childrent yearst mica:

Childrest

Claml 11.0 .9 1.4 1.1 1.0 10.00
Chiss2 34.9 10.7 14.7 10.4 13.5 3.36
Clar3 4.8 6_8 4.0 3.5 3.1 1.37
Class4 7.1 7.0 5.0 4.9 4.7 1 45
Chms3 19.7 23.9 24.8 22.6 18.4 .10
(lune 5.8 19.6 15.1 16.1 11.5 .36
CW117 5.3 21.3 13.8 14.9 14.5 .36

Faamlabki
11.4 10.7 16.8 20.7 26.0 .55

U 4.4 5.7 3.3

*Computed from R. R. Frahm. 'The Construction and Use of an Occa,stional
OM Scale." CJ..E.P.S.. XXIV na 4 (Nov. 1958). Table 2(b); awl Cam/ Cowl*

veL IV, Table 4.
tannentscl front Coma 4 Cadmk. wk. III, Tabie 141.
2Obtimond by dividing column 2 (% of' students) by coltuna S (% of all chtleren

at bona with bithms in labcor force).
Msoccipation clans of "farmers and stock raisers."

and "not stated" in CUM&

Reproduced from:
0. Porter, The Vertical Mosaic: D. 186

Ten years later (1965-66), another extensive review confirmed

the persis ence of the social class 'actor when it found, among other things,

that only 35% of Canadian undergraduate students had fathers vho were "blue-

collar workers vmvared with 64.1% of employed Canadians who held sobs that

were so classified", (Ratinovitch, 1966, p. 45).

Again, the cverriding conclusion was that Camadianumiversity

students are "by and large not represemtative of the Canadian class structure

but rather '42ear the characteristics of the middle and upper classes of Canadian

society" (p._41)__

This amparemtly disturbing class bias in attendance also prevailed

in British (Little and Westersaard, 1964) and Americs= (Jencks and Reisman,

1968) universities. Soecifically, Little and Wertergaard showed that the

expansion of the .44Ingligh universities in recent years has, if amrthing,

benefitted children of middle class people and Skilled workers more than those

18



tram semi-skilled and un-skilled workers' homes.

In their extensive review of higher education in the United

States, Jencks and Reisman concluded that the expansion of the two-year

and four-year colleges in that country has not benefitted those from the

lower-middle and working classes in terms of improving their access to

post-secondary education.

Even when the social class setting of high schools is considered,

the class bias still persists. For imstance, in one Toronto study (Buttrick,

1973), it was found that 54% of the grade 9 students in schools uithin

predominantly middle class neighbourhoods eventually entered Ontario universities

as compared to 12% of a similar sample in schools located within lower class

neighbourhoods. However, while the percentage difference was smaller, this

trend with respect to social class vas reversed for Grade 9 students

subsequently entering Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology (CAAT).

Buttrick, in a prpli-mirary observation which was nevertheless

consistent with =ore extensive research, conjectured that forces vithin the

high school system im Toronto appeared =ore crucial than university admissions

policy per se when the question "who should attend university?" is raised.

He noted: "The results (in Toronto) are hard to believe ... Selection of

students vto will became eligible for university admission is currently done

by the (Toronto) sdhool system not by the universities" Till. TY.

Enttrick's observation of the relationship between social class

milieu of Torontaschools amd most-secondary enrolment was consistent with a

previous analysis for Ontario ((arsden and Earvey, 1971) vhich revealed that

65% of lower :lass students vent ta most-secondary, mon-university instit-utions

(e.g. CAAT) as cam=ared to 49% of middle and upper class striagnts. I= 74ght

- -

of the e=trened. onblic oonviction regarding relatimt9Ilits between university

etenclance, omportunity and social =sbility (Onneo and Curtls, 1975, 7.. 5),

19
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the apparent class differential at the community college level further

aggravates the problems surrounding the Ontario Government's policy of

"universal access" to post-secondary institutions (Commission on Post-

Secondary Education in Ontario, 1972, p. 33).

This apparent conflict between policy and fact is all the more

unfortunate in view of the Ontario Government's aid program. Porter (1974),

taking the evidence into account, bluntly put it this way: "Generally,

the student award schemes meant to help the disadvantaged fall short of amy

principle of justice'? (p. 10). Once it became firmly recognized that

ascriptive factors sometimes daminant over achievement considerations

were linked to post-secondary access, inquiry into the high school population

became necessarily more urgent (Pavalko, 1967, p. 250).

Considering that a student's enrolment at university is preceded

by a decision about high school programs -- a decision which in itself is

presumably subjected to the level of the student's educational aspiration --

it was deemed essential to see haw far dawn the high school system the

mresence of ascriptive and other factors became crucial in. the emergence

and development of this aspiration. The task from a research point of view,

was made more difficult by the discovery that while Ontario parents and students

fr=m different socio-economic levels placed almost equal value on the monetary

and non-mometary returns of post-secondary education (Fleming, 1957, p. 27;

=ark et al., l969,-pp. vii-110; Porter et al., 1913, P. Th), in ter= of

actual student representation at the post-secondary level, a social

discrepancy persisted.

The micture is thus -ampolicated by two facts:

1) In smite of the tendency to place similar values
on education, the different social class divisions
in the sample held different education aspirations
(Porter et al., 1973, m. 55).

20
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2) While the academic consequences of financial
availability remains shrouded in contraversy,
many high ability students fram laver social
classes disproportionately persisted in not
aspiring to university.

Moreover, while there were significantly more students tram

the lover socio-economic bracket in the early high school grades, a greater

proportion of students from high socio-economic groups vent on to Grade

13 (Porter et al., 1973, p. 45).

Specifically, Clark and others (1969) noted, with respect to

an Ontario sample, that "only one student in four whoae family annual income

is less than $5,000 per annum reaches grade 13 fram grade 9 while more than

one student in two fram a family whose income is over $10,000 reaches such

a level" (p.

Once students arrived in grade 13, it WAS found with respect to

educational aspirations that "few distinctions exist between students fram

different classes" (Clark et al., 1969, p:_ix)-.--Their conclusion, shared

by cthers (r/eming, 1957; Anisef, 1974), was: "The problem of class

determinance of behaviour is not, then, at the end of the high school, but

much earlier" (p. ix). This implied that a filtering system, or more

deliberately, a urocess of plitmriniktion to the poor student's disadvantage,

became activated much earlier than grade 13 level.

'inkIng the social class bias in post-seoondary enrolment to

this e.--'-rinoming orocess, Porter (1961) wrote.

"Whatever may be said about average intelligence
and social class, the fact remains that in
absolute =umbers there are more of the high;g___
intelligent in lower classes than in the higher.'

e =eluded. ".T.t is a disace that this 1.-xtel_ligence should be wasted

because it lies in an inhospitable environment", (p. 129).

21
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Whatever actual wastage or disproportionality exists in terms

of high school retention or post-secondary access, it is assumed in this

paper (as well as most cited research) that they are preczded to some

extent by differential aspirations among those so affected. While evidence

for this assumption is generally deductive, at least one longtitudinal study

(Sewell and Shah, 1967) produced evidence to support it. It must also be

noted, as Anisef explained (1974), that wherever educational aspirations

and actual behaviour differ, it is likely to be so for a number of mitigating

or unforeseen circumstances.

Sex

One report from the At irlon project (Fleming, 19574) fcund_thatt

in spite of other similar characteristics, "about five boym vent to university

(fram Grade 13) for every two girls" vtile nearly "50% =ore girls than boys

went into other education." This discrepancy by sex, in Ontario at least,

compelled the author to concontie.

"Arparently, certain selective factors at vork during
the high school years were considerably harder on the
latter, since the sexes vere fairly evenly balanced
up to the end of the meriod of compulsory attendance:i

p. 17

This trend VAS later borne out by Canadian census figures (Dominion Bureau

of Statistics, 1966, p. 28). Specifically, in 1960-61, the enrolment of men

at Canadian universities-vms equal to 16.4% of the male population 18-21 years

of age coixtrmsd with only 5.4% for vomen (Beattie 1961, m. 26). In 1966,

the male 18-24 population in Ontario entered university as against

5.8% of the female 18-24 pomulation - a erce of 7.3%. NCreover, these

cmtli:mkipercentages mushed Ontario to rank second-to-last among Canadian

provinces with respect to university enrolment as a percentage of the 18-24

year population (Pike, 2970, p. 205). 22



in addition to social class, sex, therefore, emerged as

another strongly mitigating ascriptive factor, both in the late high

school grades and stbsequent entrance tc, university. It is also important

to note that, in spite of Ontario's :ontinued efforts towards creating

equal accessibility (e g mini,nizing the impt of ascriptive factors),

Marsden and Harvey (1971) showed that, five years later, without age

considerations, this sex discrepancy WAS 14.2% for Ontario university

enrolment (p. 20). However, females outnumbered males by 17.7% for "post-

secondary non-university enrolment" (p. 20). The_latter trend has been__

confirmed for Canada (Beattie, 1970, p. 26) and Ontario (Harvey and

Masserma=, 1973, P. 19). It seems then that to be poor is bad enough,

but to the extent that university attendan-e is related to social privilege

and mobility, to be both poor and female, as Porter (1973, p x) noted, is

quite prohibitive.

High School Grade: Its Immortance

But is it sex or ability per se Titich seems to be the mitigating

factor against females in the jotrney fram high school to oost-secondary

institutions? There is evidence which indicates that, in the later grades,

girls bear as high and sometimes 1"gher achievement and mental ability scores

than boys to a= extent vhich does not jr.stify their disproportionate :Ion-

attendance at university (Breton, 1912, op. 486-14-8T; Porter et al, 1973, p. 128).

Furthermore, there are those vho believe that the poor or the female dm have,

at some time or other, relatively hich educational asoirations but, conf.---ted

by so ms=y obstacles, current and ootential, discover that educational

attain-ter,- 4s quite restrictei (Camadilm- Welfare Council, 1965, 2. 11:V.
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Pavalko (1967) thus appears to be correct when he concluded:

"'Whether the high school allocates its stulents to college or to the world

of work, it is by no means determined exclusively by the intellectual

characteristics of students"_(p._259). There is, however, some uncertainty

as to which specific grades the relative influence of ascriptive factors

erupt in significant ways.

In a later Ontario studY, (Porter et al., 1973) grade 8 was

considered the crucial year because students had to make a decision there

as to whether they wanted to enter the four or five-year high school program

in grade 9. While enrolment in the four-year program restricts subsequent

university entrance, the five-year program is virtsoly geared towards

university entrance. The 'Porter team found evidence to support their

assumption.

Pavaiko (1967), identifying the Junior Matriculation year (Ontario

grade 12) as "a crucial point", wrote:

"Soing on to the senior year means essentially
that a person is continuing along the path toward
university. 3ot continuing in school after the
junior year means essentially _:lat he is beaded
toward. work. We suggest that selection up to this
=int in tbe educational system is *elated to both
socio-economic background and intellectual ability,
but when the latter variable is controlled, going
cm to the senior year (and, conversely, not =tinning
in school) is related to socio-economic background."

p. 250

Pavaao, too, found evidence from two Ontario districts to Tupmort this

hypothesis (p. 258).

Others found the social class bias 7:z-evading all high school

grades (alarke et al., 1375, 1-- =12). From this study ao-ually oducted in

196; O 3C ,00C Ontario students, it was f=ma that across all grades, only.
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28% of the students from low social class backgrounds aspired to a

university education as contrasted with 65% of those from high social

class background (p. 82). This finding is consistent with the results

for all grades in a 1964 study in Ontario (Breton, 1972, p. 492) and a

1973 one on Ontario grades 10 and 12 students (Porter et al., 1973,

p. 53). That there are many students from high social class backgrnund

who do not hold university aspirations must also be noted from these studies.

Overall, these results could be looked at in tvo ways. First,

the fact that sample selectivity (e.g. via social class) increased with

grade level reduces the validity of inter and intra-sample comparisons.

Second, since higher grades tend to be restricted to the higher achieving

student, any social class differences in students' astirations could bear

increased importance.

However, the lack of statistical tests on these grade differences

&ad the lack of information on "drop-outs" compel these viewpoints to remain

tentative. Severtheless, the previous discussion does suggest that social

class, sex, school program, atd grade level bear same relationship to high

school sbudents' post-secondary educational aspirations. n summary them,

aspirations were zenerally -garded as a mediating osychologio&l variable

between social 1-3ass bat-1%-round and actual educational attainment ;Porter

et al., :973, p x).

A= Enlarro.d View

"e Executive Directo7 of the Association of 7niversities and

:alleges of :anada amtly -sued um tte esseuce of tte foregoing findings-

25
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"Although the removal of financial barriers is an
important and necessary step in ensuring universal
accessibility, it was recognized that accessibility
to higher education is not determined solely by
finances. Indeed, there was evidence to suggest
theta complex of social, cultural, and psychological
factors plsy vital roles in determining a student's
ability to plan to enter, or not to enter, an
insti"cution of higher learning."

Preface in Pike, 1970.

This overmiew thus introduces a distinction between the

relative inf_uence of finance and cultural factors. But the researdh

difficulties in the pursuitof this and related hypotheses vere early

recognized. In a penetrating observation, two educators (Jackson and

Fleming, 1957) wrote: "Any investigation of the effects of environmental

factors in aspiratlos is rendered doUhly difficult by their very =umber,

complexity, and general elusiveness" (p. 78).

it is important at this stage to note two points. One, the

factors assumed to be related to students' educational aspirations are

quite o=mplex and also, lifficult to study. Secondly, there is a budding

distinction between the lack of money per se and a particular value

orientation whiCh restricts not only high educational aspirations but

subsecuent duoational at-ainment Obviously, the latter point raises

tremendoos questions, at least in terms of social stratification and the

educational systm. For imstance, what is the direction, if a=y, of the

relationso between social =lass and edncational aspirations! In other

words, do students' aspirati= grow out of their social cla...ms statas,_or

is their ..mentual status a result of their aspirations' Answers to these

questions would require studies with both itter and intrar-generational designs.

z'....e4r-T.1-14-,-'v, the researoh focus, howermr restricted, was in

terms of i=re-stmerational ifferences. As early as 1915, one report (Canadian

Youth Compission) attempted, tentatively, to delve into the "complex of social
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cultural and psychological factors" involved and raised questions

of premature lntry into the work force, educational opportunity, the

disadvantages suffered by rural and farm youth, and the need for tangible

assistance to the underemployed. One conclusion was:

"The present (educational) system is, to a certain
extent, spoiled by the fact that persons with
money can get and often waste opportunities which
could be used to more advantage by other persons
of greater ability but without money to back them
up."

p. 35
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TWO FROFTTYS OF THE UNIVERSITY-BOUND: 1957 AND 1973

About twelve years after the Youth Commission's arguments,

the extensive Atkinson studies (1957) while attempting to unravel some

of the specific processes impinging on educational aspirations among Ontario

students, also raised a host of other related issues and so laid an early

framework for subsequent research. For instances, in an analysis of all

Ontario grade 13 students in 1955-56, it was found that size of_school and

size of community were directly and positively related to university

aspirations (Fleming, 1957e, p. 18).

Furthermore, of the five reasons given by those vha definitely

did not plan to attend university, "lack of money" ranked second to "other

plans for further education" (p. 32). AB stated earlier, this emphasis

on grade 13 students presents problems of interpretation due to the .1e1ective

nature of sample. Nevertheless, the Atkinson project, in an early attempt

to forge a profile of what a typicaY. univer-'ty-destined grade 13 stvdent then

looked like, wrote:

"Regardless of sex, a student had the best chance [of
going to university] if he was somewhat younger than
the average prospective grade 13 graduate; if both
his parents were living; if he came from a family with
not more than three Children; if his father enjoyed
relatively high occupational status; if his parents
were relatively well-educated; if one or more of_his
brothers and sisters hadrattended university; and if he
had not done part-time work during his last year of
secoLdary school."

Fleming, 1957b, p. 52.

That was ia 1957. Sixteen years later, an Ontario study of

grade 12 students constructed this pr.file:
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"Those who plan on going to university ... tend to be
male, rank high on social class background, come
from urban areas, believe they have the ability to
graduate fram university (and have the grades to back
up this claim) and possess higher occupational
aspirations than students with other kinds of plans."

Anisef, 1973, p. 141.

While regional relevance impels a comparison of the 1957 and

1973 Ontario profiles, it is worth noting a similar profile for the

American university-bound student:

"Those of high ability with good academic record
were more likely to go to college than their less
able classmates. Those whose parents had high
incomes or were in the professional classes were more
likely to go than those who had law incomes or little
social status. Girls want less frequently than boys,
even though their abilities were as high and their
records higher. Negroes did not go in the same
proportion as did whites. In certain regions of the
country, high school graduates did not go in the
same proportions as those of other regions. Urban
young people were more likely to go than rural young
people. Those who were near a college vere more likely
to go than those farther avay. And those with a strong
desire for a vocation vtich required college training
were more likely to go than those of equal status vho
had no strong vocational interests."

Hollingshead, 1952, p. 31

While relationships between educational aspirations and ethnicity,-

sex, geography, social status, and financial resources, are evident in

Hollingshead's summary, one cannot help but recognize the consistency of

trends among all these profiles. Apart from the specific factors of

school program, grade level, and student-sex previously discussed, the

comparison between the 1957 and 1973 profiles reveals the persistent

relationship of family size, socio-econonic status, student residence,

community characteristics, and occupational aspirations wdth post-secondary

educational aspirations. The slight differences in the tvo profiles seem

to rest more on questionnaire differences rather than on any substantive
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changes in student type.

Personal, Family and Commmnity Characteristics

Indeed, other studies throughout the years have confirmed

these relationships between post-secondary educational aspirations and

family size (Breton, 1972, p. 386; Porter et al., 1973, p. 131), socio-

economic status (Porter, 1961; Pavalko, 1967; Cook and Stager, 1969;

Clark et al., 1975, p. 82), student's geographical location and community

characteristics (Canadian Welfare Council 1965, p. 45; Pavalko and

Bishop, 1966, P. 297; Breton, 1972 p. 384), self-concept (Porter et al.,

1973, p. 66), and occupational aspirations (Clark et al., 1975, p. 84).

Some representative conclusions follow in terms of the interactive or

surrogate nature of these variables.

Interactions: a closer look

On family size, Breton (1972) wrote:

"While the size of the family is negatively correlated
with educational intentions, the effect of familY
size is, however, somewhat reduced when socio-economic
background is controlled."

p. 386

In looking at the interaction between sex, intelligence and

socio-economic status on one hand, and college aspirations and attendance

on the other, an American study concluded:

"On the whole, the relative effect of socio-economic
status is greater than is the effect of intelligence
for females, while the relative effect of intelligence
is greater than is the effect of socio-economic status
for males."

Sewell and Shah, 1967, p. 22
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The authors of this study, however, made the general comment that:

"although intelligence plays an important role
in determining which students will be selected
for higher education, socio-economic status
never ceases to be an important factor in
determining who should be eliminated from the
contest for higher education."

p. 22

After their study of the socio-economic background of more

than 1,000 grade 12 students in two Ontario communities, Pavalko and

Bishop (1966) concluded:

"To the extent that extraneous factors such as
:7ocio-economic background affect the likelihood
of acquiring a higher education, the educational
system has an equivalent amount of built-in
talent loss. Our findings that high ability
students of high socio-economic status are more
likely to plan to go to college than those of
high ability and low socio-economic statue
indicates that talent loss due to socio-economic
selectivity is the case for at least that segment
of the Canadian educational system examined here."

p. 298

Though this interaction between ability and social class is

cmerally confirmed in other research (Breton, 1972), in terms of

aspirations it tends to be restrained by the emergina fact that substantial

numbers of high ability students of high socio-economic status do not

aspire to university. In fact, the Porter study indicated that 32% of such

students lid not aspire to university -- a percentage similar to that of

high-ability, low socio-economic students aspiring to university (Porter

et al, 1973, P. 100). So far, however, no systematic research has been

undertaken to see, for instance, to what extent poor and rich students are

similar or different in their reasons for not aspiring to university. Moreover,

the additional fact that 40% of the students tram high socio-economic level

did not hold university aspirations tentativelr weakens any argument for the
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overriding importance of money in this respect.

Combining geographical location and community characteristics

within the urban-rural dichotomy, Porter and others (1973), after

comparing the aspirations of 3,000 grades 8, 10, and 12 Toronto students

with students from other parts_of Ontario, wrote:

"There was scantly any difference between students
in Toronto and other major urban centres. (However)
ye found that for each level of urbanization, the
lover the social claim the lover the educational
aspirations ... To be lower class and rural
provides an extra handicap."

p. 68

Fram earlier evidence, this further implies that to be female, lower class,

and rural at the same tine is a far worse combination.

The Porter team concluded:

"It is clear Cram our analysis that urbanization
is related to educational aspirations ... tad that
rural life is not conducive to continuing one's
education as urban life."

p. TO

This urban-rural bias in terns of educational aspirations and

actual attainm=ot is overwhelmingly supported by other Ontario (Clark et al.,

1969; Breton, 1972; Canadian Welfare Council, 1965), Canadian (Nneo and

Curtis, 1975), and American (Elder, 1963) research. At this stage, it should

also be noted, more specifically, that Fleming (1957b), eighteen years ago,

had discovered that grade 13 students from Metropolitan Toronto, vbile

representing 28% of a sample drawn from seven Ontario cities, comprised 36%

of the total group of universitybound students.

The Atkinson stukty (Fleming, 1957a) further found that in terns of

"encouragement by the school to attend university" Toronto students ranked

third (58%) behind Hamilton (69%) and Ottawa (61%), with Kingston students

(38%) receiving least encouragement as a group. However, a check in student
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5% in this regard. No doubt, these differences are influenced by the

fact that Toronto contained the highest population of any of the other

areas.

Nevertheless, a more compelling distinction is observed in the

fact that 52% of the Toronto grade 13 students (second rank) enrolled as

compared with 55% (first rank) of the Hamilton students, Windsor ranked

last (41%) of all the other Ontario areas considered in this respect

(Fleming, 1957b)._

One of the implicit conclusions here is that the proximity of

universities might have played a part in eliciting university aspirations.

Fleming concluded:

"Students from Hamilton had the best chance of
going to university, followed by those from
Toronto proper and Kingston- Those from Windsor
and Metropolitan Toronto, excluding Toronto proper,
had the poorest chance."

,p. 47

The increased preference for university among Toronto students

is further reflected in the finding (Porter et al., 1973, p. 69) that 2%.2-:

35%,and 42% of the Metropolitan Toronto students sampled ill grades 8, 10

and 12 respectively, aspired to university as compared to 347-25%-iind-271

in similar grades in rural Ontario. However, the difference between Toronto

and other large and small Ontario cities was much smaller in this respect.

These findings must nevertheless bear some qualifications. Even within

Metropolitan Toronto, more high, socio-economic students aspired to university,

with the figure weighted in favour of boys (Porter, 1961, p. 13).

33
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?ercentage and average scores do not reveal the variations within a

ub group which, at least from Buttrick's preliminary analysis (1973),

and the report by the Canadian Welfare Council (1965), could very well

produce significant ethnic, social class, and sex differences within

Toronto.

In a more general sense, Breton (1972) found that the presence

of post-secondary institutions and community size were inversely related

to students' educational indecision (p. 385). Batking this trend, a

nation-wide survey revealed that the 1,roportiobs of undergraduate students

who cane from hours situated in villages or small towns with a population

of less than 1,000 varied tram 13% of those enrolled in education programs

dawn to 2.5% of those enrolled in faculties of medicine (Dominion Bureau

of Statistics, 1963).

In that sane period (1961-62), about 19% of Canada's total

nopulation lived in centres of less than 1,000:popu1ation. Pike, (1970)

relayed the educational implications of this community differential:

"A concondtant of the rural and small town environment
is a set of values, beliefs and ways of doing things --
i.e. a aUbcultuxe -- which adversely affects access to
higher education ... Rural life tends to be oriented
to the oancrete and the practical, and actively discourages
the creation of the theoretical and abstract cast of mind
which is (or is supposed to be) inseparable from involvement
in higher education."

p. 73

Carrying this value argument further, Anisef (1973), in a study

of Ontario grade 12 students, concluded:

"One logical conclusion that should be drawn is that
accessibility to higher education is not simply a
question of inequities in financial resources ... Our
results reveal that such social-psychological factors
as parental encouragement, self-evaluation, and
occupational aspirations are powerful determinants
in explaining the educational decisions of students."

p. 129



orientation(s) which in thenselves could be circumscribed by community

characteristics. To the extent that this value orientation, if at all

existent, ts restricted by, or cuts across, social class remains a very

provocative area for further research.

Still, to clarify and consolidate this line of argument requires

a further elaboration of the "social-psychological factors" which are

related to post-secondary educational aspirations. Self-evaluation or

its surrogates (e.g. self-confidence and self-concept) are related to

such aspirations in interesting ways (Anisef, 1973). In discovering a

fairly strong relationship between self-concept and educational aspirations,

the Porter team wrote:

"A student's self-concept of ability is formed
through interaction with parents, teachers, and
peers, and reflects to a certain extent the
opinions formed about the student's academic
ability."

Porter et al., 1973, p. 66

They then made the critical conclusion: "It is not enough to

be bright and to perform well. One must also see oneself as being bright and

capable of performing yell", (p. C5). The recognition that self-concept i$

further related to social class, inspires a consideration of socialization

processes, particularly within the family (Cook et al., 1967, p. 8; Clark

et al., 1968, p. 914).

3 5
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Ou Ontari,J team (Clark, Cook, and Fallis, 1975) hypothesized

that the low self-concept held by pcor students is engineered by past

patterns of socialization, lack of appropriate re:erents, parental

encouragement, a feeling of control over events and confidence in the

future (p. 64). Other Ontario research tended to support this (Harvey and

Masserman, 1973). It seems then that self-concept is itself a mediating

psychological variable between social class and post-secondary educational

aspirations.

With respect to the link between occupational and educational

aspirations, it was fauad in an Ontario sample, and quite expectedly at that,

that "across all grades, the students from higher income backgrounds had

higher occupational aspirations which were also related to higher educational

aspirations", (Clark, Cookvaad_Fallis, 1975, P. 85).

So far, the preceding discussion of the factors introduced by the

two profiles showed that:

1) There is a strong consistency over time with'
respect to some variables related to post-
secondary educational aspirations.

2) The interaction among some of these variables
is indeed complex, further suggesting a
possible hierarchical network for some.
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OTHER FACTORS:

ACCESS TO RELEVANT INFORMATION, SIGNIFICANT OTHERS,
BIRTH ORDER, LANGUAGE, ImulICITY, PIELIGION, TYPE OF
SCHOOL AND PROGRAM, PERSONALITT FACTORS FINANCIAL AID

However, there are other factors, at least in Ontario, which have

yet to be fully discussed in this paper, in terms of educational aspirations.

Among these are:

(i) Access to relevant information and the role
of significant others (Young and Reich, 174,
p. 34; Breton, 1972, p. 387; Clark et al.,
1969, p. 43; Reich and Zeigler, 1972, P. 387;
Flowers, 1964, p. 9; Students Administrative
Council, 1971, p. 18; Clark, Cook, and Fallis,
1975, p. 84; Pavalko and Bishop, 1966, p. 200;
Marsden, 1975, P- 5; Porter et al., 1973, p. 184;
Anise!, 1973, p. 27).

(ii) Birth order (Porter et al., 1913, P. 63).

(iii) La iageethniityend religion (King, 1968,
p. ; Fleming, 1975, p. 22; Breton, 1972, p.
149; Anise!, 1973, P- 12).

(iv) Type of school and program (Fleming, 1975, P. 45;
Beattie, 1961, p. 33; Porter et al., 1973, p. 58;
Clark et al., 1969, p. 59).

(v) Personality factor's (Pike, 1970, p. 89; Young and
Reich, 1974, pp. 20-25; Brehaut, 1964, pp. 11-12;
Beattie, 1961, p. 29; Breton 1972, p. 113).

(vi) Financial aid (Council of Ontario Universities, 1971,
p. 3; Cook, Dobell, and Stager, 1969, p. 3; Cook and
Stager, 1969, p. 153; Porter et al., 1973; Marsden
and HarTey, 1971, p. 12; Department of University
Affairs, 1970).

Once again, the interpctive nature of these variables was evident.

For instance, the Porter study (1973) found that, once past 17, lower-order

siblings are "less likely to go to university and the more likely he (or she)

is to go to work immediately after high school", (p. 63). Furthermore, it

was shown that families from low socio-economic backgrounds tended to have

more children than those from high socio-economic backgrounds.
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With respect to the role of "significant others", it vas

found that in a sa=ple of Ontario grade 12 students, while the "educational

plans of students are greatly influenced by the plans of their friends",

among girls of low socio-economic status, "plans of close friends have

virtually no effect on their plans to go to college" even when these

girls are of high intelligence (p. 199). However, all boys and girls of

high socio-economic background "were greatly influenced by the plans of

their friends, regardless of intelligence lever(Pavalko and Bishop, 1966,

p. 199).

With a more complex analysis, based on data from the Atkinson

studies in Ontario, Williams (1972), using reference group theory, found

that as male students move up from grade 10, the influence of parents in

terms of educational aspirations increases over that of both teachers and

peers (p. 122). His interesting interpretation was that:

"If one can take response rates as indicators
of knowledge, then the students know more about
their parents' expectations than they do about
their peers' aspirations and have least knowledge
of their teachers' expectations. Moreover, it seems
plausible to argue that the less one knows about the
expectations/aspirations of a reference group the
more one is likely to report them as being close to
one's ovn aspirations."

p. 122

For girls in grade 10, "the influences of the three reference

groups follow that seen for boys", but "contrary to the situation for males,

the aspirations of peers and teachers gain in effect over time at the expense

of parents' expectations", (p. 124). When these sex differences are considered

against the background of social class differences found in the Pavalko study

(Pavalko and Bishop, 1966), the interaction grays in oomplesity.
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The influence of high scnool counsellors, it must be pointed

out, is considered very minimml by students (Porter et al., 1973, p.

209; Breton, 1972, p. 334). Also the finding that parents tend to exe-t

relatively high Lafluence over the students' educational aspirations

becomes quite precarious when as one reviewer concluded: "Due to rapid

changes, the knowledge that parents have is now of dubious value to their

children", (Marsden, 1975, p. 5).

Granted that, within the Canadian context at least, a relationship

exists between ethnicity and social class (Porter, 1965), additional factors

such as language and religion become important with respect to educational

aspirations. King's (1968) analysis of Ontario high scUool students revealed

that while retention rates between grades 9 and 13 graduation were highest

among students who spoke Yiddish at home (40.6%), and lowest among French-

speaking students (3.25%) Ukrainian, Greek, Polish, Slovak, Hungarian, Italian,

aad Dutch-speaking homes produced students with retention rates similar to

that of students from English-speaking homes (13.2%).

A more recent analysis in Ontario (Porter et al., 1973, pp. 227-239)

revealed that when all forms of post-secondary education are considered,

"Francophone and Anglophone boys had similar educational aspirations", which

were higher than those for girls in the respective linguistic groups. However,

an earlier nation-wide study done in 1965 (Breton, 1972) discovered an

interesting trend for high school plans and post-secondary aspirations. In

the first place, English-speaking boys and girls slightly outnumbered French-

speaking boys and girls respectively in the number who planned to finish h10._

school. However, this direction was unexpectedly reversed for students' pla.:s

to attend oost-secondary institutions, with the greatest difference being

between English-speaking (64%) and French-speaking (74%) boys.
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The puzzling nature of these trends compelled the author,

in a search for possible explanations, to control for mental ability

and father's occupational status. The greatest differences between the

two linguistic groups then occurred for post-secondary plans within the

loy mental ability and low father's occupational status groups, in favour

of the French-speaking students. Breton suggested that these differences

may have something to do with French students' rejection of their low

group status wad existing states of anxiety (pp. 151-159).

In line 'oith these Ontario findings, American research (Rosen,

1959) further indicated that Greeks, Jews, and native-born white Protestants

are more likely to possess higher eciucational aspirations tvian either

Italiz.ns or French-Canadians. These differences persisted even when

other factors, social clzass in pazioular, were controlled (pp. 47-60).

Again, with specific reference to Ontario, the Carnegie study

(1956) found that Ontario secondary school teachers rated their Frcophone

students below Anglophone and "other language" students on the measures

cf reliability, cooperativeness, industry, physical stamina, energi and

the probability of completing Ontario grade 13.

The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism (Second

Report, 1968), in looking at the role of religion, hinted that while the

religious affiliation of French students coUld hame borne some relationship

to the ratings of these teachers, most of whom "presumably were not French-

Canadiane(pp. 88-96), such affiliation could not fu117 explain the high

attrition rates among French-speaking students, especially as some "other

language" groups of a similar faith had lover attrition rates. King (1968)

agreed vith this in his own analysis when he concluded that the religious

affiliation of the French played a minimal role in the low retention rates

of the French students. A Quebec reviewer (Copp, 1974) vas even firmer in
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his statement:

"No empirical evidence has ever been established
that 'Catholic education' per se or educerdon
provided by members of religious orders is
inferior or superior to 'Protestant' or 'State'
education. A specific scho.41 may provide a
'better_environment' for an individual Child
but anyone who goes beyond that generalization
is simply stating his or her own preference."

(p. 58)

Nothvithstanding the tendeL:.:y by others to downplay the role

of religon, Pike, ;1970) observed that it is rather difficult to ignore

the religious faith to which a student belongs and to which a school

subscribes ia the context of overall school climate (p. 91).
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TBE QUESTION GROWS: VALUES

As hinted earlier, the la,:k of causal interpretations and

integrated research desigas, as well as the interactive and possibly

surrogate nature of variables, all helped give birth to a persistent

controversy in the literature on post-secondary educational aspirations.

Are such aspirations related to students' value orientations or financl

resources? The Porter team (19T3) put the question explicitly: "Does

money matter?", to which they interpreted some of their findings to answer

44. 'Tv f.es pp. 61, 93, 95, 105). Another team (Cook et al., 1969) saw

it this way:

"It is our belief that the incone rather than the
cultural aspects of class should be the centre
of attention."

p- 89

But Cock and Stager (1969) Tentured:

"We would emmhasize the importance of both factors,
giving a sligbtly greater emphasis to the
cultural aspects of class."

p. 163

Even if, as the latter tea= proposed, that value orientation

deserves greater attention, their notable asstmztion is that it is cir-c=scribed

by class, an assmti=whi, as will be later argned, my. not be qmdte sound.

A ucudy paper issued by the Ontario Depal of University Affairs

(197D) co=ented:

"Mhe ecancmic climate dmring the sixties yes improving
while oublic acceptance of post-secondary edncation
was growing This, merhaps had sone effect aa the
cultural ind:nences tha." belp to determine enrolnent
matter= of children from lower income families."

pp. 11-5

4 2
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This document implied: (i) cultural values affected enrolment patterns;

(ii) these values could be favourably changed by financial improvement.

In other words, money played an important role.

;4bile noting that "a review of the literature on access to

post-secondary education in Ontario emphasizes 'financial concerns'",

two researchers (Marsden and Harvey, 1971) surmised: "Money isn't everything",

(p. 15), with which the Council of Ontario universities agreed thus:

"The results of numerous studies (in Britain and the US) seem to be leading

to a preponderence of evidence that income, by itself, may not be a decisive

or even primary barrier to accessibility" (p. 22).

In a fxrther investigation of money per se as an instrumental

factor in students' educational aspirations,one reviewer (Bavigurst, 1962)

concluded:

"The principal reasons given by young people of above
average intelligence far not attending college are
lack of money and lack of motivation. 7o doubt these
reasons are inter-related. There are relatively feur
high school grad- s with high motivation for college
who fail to go becamse the7 lack money."

p. 28

:his last comment, like the others, risrmiret. essence, arMire

hypothesis. Ir. Canada especially, there i a-lack of systematic evidenoe to

substantiate a conclusion like the ame made above by

'While great concern amd differences of apinion obviously surrcamd

the issue, its resolution is crucial for antario's education molicy as the

preceding Council pointed out:

4 3
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"The weight given to student financial aid ...

will much influence the degree to which student
aid will in future be required to play a role im
naintaining aad improving equality of access.
(This) will depead on the degree to which
non-monetary factors are seen as respomsible for
the decision to continue or to forego study beyond
the high-school level, aad also the extent to which
these non-monetary considerations are seen to be
immune to agy special features of a student aid plan
designed to promote accessfbility"

(emphasis adued: p. 25

The rationale apparently underlziag the emphasis an finance

ia the present context is that students' aspirations for I"ost-secondary

education are linked to their perceptions of their ability to pay their

vay through. Now, while this link would seem a rather obvinus one

(after all, it takes money to attend university), the implications are

disturbiag when, as indicated earlier, significant proportions of

intellectually eble but fiaaacialay disadvantaged students are left out

of the university system- It is more crucial when those students choose

act to attend university even when fiaancial aid is available If it is

act finance per se but a marticular value orientatian, then the extent to

which this orieatation is class-bound or cuts across class divisions

extends toe uaanswered questioas. A f=ther basis for this extension could

very well be the fact thst =any vela-off studeats also show no desire for

university.

Fiaamcia). aid and Educational asmirations

While it is aot necessary here to =view the historical develv=t

of .3ove-ameat's student aid mrogrmas la Ontario sad Camada, or indeed the

-

sr:gum:Its for different aid plans-, some reference to features of the preseat

aid program. lm Oatario nay facilitate am exploratioa of the issue of access,

SuCh reviews are cast.aimed in Codk amd Stager, 1969; Council af
Ontario Universities, 1971; Clark, Cook, Fallis, and Kent, 1969. 44



equality of educational opportutilrl, and educational aspirations.

The essential features of the current Ontario Student

Awards Program (OSA?) are:

1) Any person who is enrolled in a fUll-time
course of study at an eligible post-
secondary inatitut.ton in order to qualify
for a degree, certificate, or diploma is
eligible to apply for assistance. All
Canadian universities, other Ontario public
post-secoadary institutions, aad several
private institutions are recognized for
this purpose.

2) To arrive at the firmacial assistance reluired,
the financial resourtes which the student is
assumed to have am the basis of laformation
provided in his application are subtracted
fram the educational costs specific to his
oourse and institution. The difference is the
total award made.

3) To get an award without parental coatribution,
the student must fit the CSAP definition of
"independence, and rust provide a declaratiom
of iadependeace from his terlat or guardian.
According to the 1973 revised regulatioas, the
student must be married. or must blame completed
four successful years at a ocet--secondaty
institution. Ee is also Ceitaidered independent
if he is 21L years old, or if he hss worked for
two full years.

Accordiag to the :973 regulations, the first
S80C -f th,.. award 4's a loan, and the balance,
4f any, beyond $800 is a non-reoayable grant.

-*vi-1--t that est-az:eat may borrow is
,3a0 over -the entire ieriod of his acq-AP-i c

trR1- -g

This plea, it terns of high school students' post-secondary

eational aspirstions,-is 'Iorta= in-at leait two restects:

The taZ-r --4t-r4ot for assistance is based
financial need.

%) The artent to whian students are aware of these
-on:visions could 'Ce related to their educational
astz-g-ions.

45



However, a review by Cook and Stager (1969) noted that:

"not only are the upper incomes disproportionately
represented in post-secondary enrolments, but also
that the OSAP awards therefore must also go
disproportionately to the upper income groups."

p. 81

There seems to be a sex difference as well. For instance, in

1968-69, of the 54,000 OSAP recipients enrolled in Ontario's post-

secondary institutions, female students constituted 31% of award recipients

compared with 38% of tneir total_enrolment.(Cook and Stager, 1969, p._178).

The other mitigating factor is students' peroeptions

regarding the cost of university attendance, and their knowledge of OSAP

itself. Generally, it was found that high sdhool students at all levels

from grades 9 to 13 are relatively uninformed of the costs of post-secondary

education. Moreover I:net:- impressions are inflated (Clark et al., 1969).

This ignorance toclu e. parents as well, at least those of grade 12 Ontario

students.

The following comment is therefore gulte sot:

"It is unfair that ignornmce should be the bacis for
rat4aningthe money that is available. If it is
necessary to ration the money it should be on the
basis of need. And it does not serve the mrinciple
of accessibility to have educational opoortunities
11....tedbecalme of students' ignorance.

Porter et al., 1973, p. 143

The Clark team further concluded that this ignorance of grades 9

to 13 students "was relatively Ladepen-nt of st-Idents' economic background"

(p. 131).

:he =ore redent analysis (Porter et al., 191-3) ahowed that with

a santle of antario grade 12 =ivezsity asmi=snts, 65% frma "the lowest

class -o .To to university krew what the fees were, while only 58%
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of those in the higher classes did" (p. 144). While it is not clear

whether or not this difference was significant, one explanation offered

for the trend was that coney matters =ore to poor students who had to make

extra efforts to acquaint thenselves -.rith university costs. Nevertheless,t

it would have been =cre interesting had achieve=ent or =ental gbility

scores been included in the analysis.

In the early high school grades, students' knowledge of OSAP

fares just as badly as their awareness of university costs. In a 1969

Ontario sammle (Clark et al., 1969) 6o% of grade 9 students had never

heard of OSAP. However, as grade level was increased, this ignorance WAS

substantially reduced in that by grade 13, 86% tad heard of OSAP and

76% could have correctly described the plan. This grade differential was

subsequently confir=ed (Porter et al., 1973):

"It is worth noting, however, that "the =nes that stand
cut as being best infor=ed are high-achid.ving, low
social class students in grade 1C, and low social class
students at all adhieve=ent levels in grade 12."

m. 175

Conclusions iiffer on OSAP's effects wtthin the high s-1,0c7.

The :lark study ;,1969, m. 106 ---cl-,-d: "It cruearc thct .,ven a well

_
-ublicimed mrogra= sunt as OSA? does not me-,etrct..._to .the '-wer --ades

=and., others (orter: -4. al., 1969, 178) felt, =essage-

seem to be getting throuzt =lost strongly tc the octes who net:

t=e -,4dst of this difference, there ic st lams:: one

4.:sca=forti-r. 5 -"^7 cation. As could be gleaned fro= e

t=are is a proport'onc"

zr:Idas

lower -class st-,4,.--"a who

in the hizt school. -_e woC7 at

between :SAP c-d studa-ts' social class b-cuatt cut 'oy th.c aouncil of

ntario -niversit"ftc = z,'""w
47
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Ne believe the effectiveness of a student aid
program is the degree to which the socio-
economic mix of the post-secondary enrolment
approximates that of the society as a whole."

P. 3

More particularly, post-secondary education aspirations are

forged, to a crucial extent in the lower grades (Clark et al., 1969).

For instance, in. grade 9, 19% of poor students expected a post-secondary

education as opposed to 56% of those from well-to-do families. Furthermore,

40% of all students in grade 9 admitted that their post-secondary decision

had been made "a long time ago", p. 101.

This suggests that the time of decision in the midst of forrlhg

values and other socialization forces, has to be considered alongside any

analysis of OSAP's role in the high school. One report, after considering

t'-e available evidence, condluded-

44. present form the student aid program ia
Ontario benefits those students who have made the
decision to undertake post-secondary studies.
Since in many cases this decision is taken well
before the student gradnates front high school, the
Linmence of OSAP in tne lecisionr.making Tc-ocess
is questionable."

20

Considering the .--evicusly suggested role of cultural vP1.-Ips, one

ask, how fa= would mometary aid go towsrds 'acilitating the

entry of more finshe..ally 4...isacre-...ctta4ed. but able stud=ts into post-secondary

edncation! I= 4-1-e first es,O zt to find out to what ex=e= students

are premared to borrow.

Some 7mtario -'-at student= 4"-c- the lower-socio-

economic levels seem very- reluctant to get into debt and less likely to asnire

to university if the :-m1y aid ss in the fo=.1 of -os-.!= ;Connittee

Student Financial Supoort, 1970; Council

48
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Clark et al., 1969). However, it was subsequently specified (Porter

et al., 1973) that the amounts students were prepared to borrow was

directly related to their post-secondary educational plans. Morr

specifically, when the social class background of Ini'rersitr aspirants

was considered, differences in loan amounts were minirml

Controversy: Value Orientation or
Financial Aid

The interesting observation fru=

aspiration apparently accompanies a host of

by students from different social classes.

all this is that university_

other values possibly shared

Bret= (1972) underlines the

point: "Both socio-economic status and attitudes apparently have an

independent, erimmlative influence on educational intentions" _cp. 1647:

Ttis far-her suggests that the constellation of values accompanying

university aspiretims =AT not necessarily be as circumscribed by social

class as has beefl argued ty soee, but cuts across class boundar:es. What

some of these values are and the extent to which they are diAtributed across

class divisions Ere questions which have not been adequately treated in

research. There is some support for f=-ther inquiry in that when achievezserzt

1eve1 is considered withLu I= Ontario &-ade 12 sample, "the amount students

were nrepared to borrow vas related to their level of achievement but not

to their social class" (P=ter et al, 1973, ;. 162).

F=thermore, when students' self-concept was analyzed, it was

found that "students are =ore influence-a ... by their acgA0.--ilc merformaece

their own ability than by their social z1ass"

So far, -hese conclusions, based or. students who had already =emitted

thenselves to uldversity ignored (1; the earlier grade levels st which most-

secondary or more specifically, university &stirs:tic:es are forged, and (2)
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those from the different social classes who held no such aspirations.

When the latter group vas considered, "getting a job" seemed

by far more influential than "lack of money", with the low socio-economic

groups choosing both reasons slightly more than high socio-economic

groups. Still, the role of money in the reasons offered is difficult

to ignore - especially from the students' viewpoint - since both responses

reflect financial need.

Even so, money was perceived more as an obstacle by girls__ _

than boys (Porter et al., 1973, pp,_ 173-174). This Lmderzlariarc__

of money as an influential factor in not continuing to post-secondary

education was supported by another Ontario study (Anisef, 1915)4 From a

Canadian sample of 76,000 students (Breton and MacDonald, 1967), it was found

that while jr.st =der 10% believed that they would definitely or probably

leave nigh so_oc1 before completing their studies, only 6.6% of this groLy

gave financial troblems as their maim reason.

at a nova Scotia project (Connor and Magill., 1965) only 10%

of the 609 students questioned perceived lack of money as a reason for their

friends' dropping out, while 40% perceived "a desire to earn money" as a

reason. However, the fact that 71% game "little interest in school work"

and 22% centioned lack of parental interest, influenced the authors to drsw

this profile:

"7,:t apmears that the less intelligent student
who has little interest in school linked with
a desire to earn money and whose mare-Its take
little interest in his academic perfOrmance,
is most likely to be a dram-out --4or to -1..e
commletion of hi.th school.'

m. 61

As yet a further indication that financial considerations are

less salient than commonly thought, another study -f Ontario grade 12

students (Breton and MacDonald., 1967) folo=1 that only 1:1% of the students 50
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who had no university intentions or who were undecided, said that the

guarantee of sufficient funds would sway their minds.

In looking at these studies, ambiguities in the questionnaires

or the vague response tendencies of the students make the research

which attempts to tease out the relative influence of financial resources

only suggestive. The unsettled nature of the research is further aggravated

by a very early Ontario finding (Fleming, 1957) that even if adequate funds

were guaranteed to a grade 13 sample, 66% of those initially uncertain and

24% of those not planning to go, would agree to go to university (p. 31).

'While this analysis did not contain explicit controls for social class or

achievement background, the author concluded:

"It becomes increasingly evident that the obstacles to
university education for outstanding students are
complex and many-sided. Several of tce factors
=elating to the family or social enviromment =ight
easi2g sysy a promising candidate away trcamt=iversity
mhen money is enough. To a student whose paxents axe
convinced of the value of higher education and prepared
to urge him to make the most cf his opportunities, and
mhose friends take it for granted that it is momth
exerting a real effort to go to university, considerable
sacrifices may seem in order. Oa the other hand, the
student whose parents are lukewarm and mrhose friends
have for the most part decided on other courses of

mrobably take a much less favourable view
of the prospect of several years of '4-ancia1 stringency
and separation from friends. The st7/ePrt in the latter
class does not necessarily lack the qualities of industry
and persistence that would, 4--,org with inteUectus.I.
ability, enable him to succeed in university."

m. 28

Indeed, research students' aspirations with the

of peer 4-=711letoe ;Pavalko and 3ishcm, 1966; Breton, 1972),

tazental msruth and encourscenett ;Clark, Cock, at4 -975), and

actievenent orientation (Wy nar. et al., 1972), suggests that culttrar.47

induced values tend to or:utters= the availab4-=tv of

5 1
financial d.
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Some support for this value orientation viewpoint also

emerges from American and British studies. In an extensive American

review (Beezer and Hjelm, 1961), the authors, in attempting to estimate

the relative importance of the "many contributory factors" impinging

on students' post-secondary educational aspirations, concluded that of

thirteen factors considered, "lack of motivation is probably the greatest

single deterrent to college attendance by capable youth" (p. 38).

The Robbins Report on Higher Education in Great Britain

(1963) pointed out that the proportion of university students from working

class homes has remained at 25% of university enrolment since 1938, in spite

of the introduction of a maintenance grants scheme. Jencks and Reisman

(1968), after a discussion of the relative importance of financial aid,

crisuly concluded:

"All in all them, we are inclined to be skeptical
about theories that emphasize the high cost of
attending college as the major obstacle, amd to
lock for other explanations of the obvious
relationship between class backgrounft and (educational)
attainnent."

p. 121

One Ontario research team ('P-,-ter et al., 1973) aptIT describes

the subject as "A:tagging question about .ehich =any meople have opinions

no nne has a conplete amswe=" (p. TO).

It iS quite possible that investigations into the relatIve

inportance of monetary or -mine factors hame bee= fettered. by conceptual

inconsistencies, for after all, money natters to the extent that it costs

something attend a tost-secondary institttina; and values =atter to

extent that

ihstituti=1.

4 4. takes at least sone interest ia education to attend such at

52
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A SECOND LOOK AT THE CONITOVEPSY

Let us re-examine the situation. In the first place, earlier

citations Lndicate that Canadian and Ontario students from low income

groups axe under-represented at university (Bancroft, 1964, p. 25). A

prvairldnary dbservation, at this stage, is that money seems to matter.

Secondly, there is evidence indicating that poor students, as

a group, aspire less than rich students to a university education (Porter

et al., 1973). Two implications arise: 1) Educational aspirations are

related to actual educational attainment, and to this extent, poor

students appear disadvantaged. 2) Students, at least in high school grades,

seem to have sone ideas, even if iistorteI, as to the costs of a university

education.

While the scouracy of students' merceptions (Porter et al.,

1973; Cook et al., 1969) seems evenly distributed across social class

iivisiohs, a.ducstional costs will matter more to poor students who, by

defirlition, have fewer financial resources to begin with.

It will be recalled, however, that once the decision to attend

university is nade, =ore specifically, when other variables sudh as

intelligence or achievement scores E=d. self-concert are controlled, social

class differenoes, with respect to wil'i-g-cess -o borrow at least, are

r4-r".4Ted. NOreover, one study revealed that sone lowe- class students

in their final high school grades, having nade a decision to sttendur4mexsity,

aro. --.oared to borrow more than rich students (Porter et al., 1973).

var4sh4"4-7 -et3--'n this relation-shim restrains airn

cooclusions in that -fully ameird of low socio-economic class studeots

hoping to go to university Ninrild linit

t2,000" :p. 1t59). 1-= ter=

entire boxrdwine, to less t.han

decisi=-7-2-sar4-,g, one also cannot ignore the earlier
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finding that of 858 high mental-ability students in grade 12, only 20%

belonged to high social class while 45% were from low social class background.

These, aad other findings, help to leave the entire picture

somewhat shadowy. As stated before, however, same light could be shed if

researca should also focus on earlier grades where the student population

tends to be less homogenous.

This re-eYamination is mevertheless haunted by tbe :act that

social class divisions are "arth:.cislly constructed statistiti4 groups in

which individuals are placed on the basis of occupation, level of income

or education" (Pike, 1970, p. 53). Some understanding of tte relat4onship

between financial availability, in terms of family income, and values could

be gleaned from the following rationalization undmrlying social class

stratification:

&re:

"%iten tecple within a particular income range are
grouped together, it will be found that they
behave in wa7e different from people grouped
together in another incone ramge The further
one class is :ram another, the greater will be
diffe,rences in behaviour."

Porter, 1965, t. 10

Pike extends the asstmlptiom:

"Since the behaviour of am imdividual, and the
attitudes sad 7pinioms which he holds are
greatly ir.f.6.menced by his immediate social
marit-ommerrt. (i.e. where he lives, wham he neets,
bow much money he has to spend: and since his
immediate social environment is to a
ooniiderable extemt detPT-ri-ted. by his cocupatiomal
income or level of ednostion, it is not surTatsing
to find that people classified im one occutational
oategory or income zroum tended to behave differently
fc ecie z-

the relevant tousec.uenoes of the itove re:done:its:ions

54
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(i) Social class, value systems, and educational
aspirations are related, and relationships,
in terms of causality, depend on the perspective
taken or level of analysis. Pike (1970) puts
it this vay: "If the educational sociologist
is so minded, he may have a hard time isolating
the direct effects of low incore per se from the
cumulative effects of those various cultural
and institutional factors with which low family
income is associated" (p. 99).

(ii) It seems futile c propose that money mattere
while values don't or vice-versa.

(iii) It is also a mistake to believe that the
relationship between social class and values
are exclusive or remarkably linear. As one
risviever warned (Pike, 1970): "Terms such as
'middle class' or 'working class' should simply
be regarded as groups with certain social
characteristics. They are not intended to be
exhausttve social categories" (p. 54).

This further implies that while certain values may predominate

at one particular social class level, these values may exist at other

levels as well. The extent to which there are such values surrounding

university aspirations, and their subsequent distribution across class

divisions, remain, as was suggested earlier, a fruitful line of inquiry.

This is a significant note, since there is some evidence suggesting that

many high-ability, high social-class students hold no university aspirations.

For instance, it was found that 20% of high ability Ontario grade 12 students

from relatively rich families choose to leave school before grade 13 (Porter

et al., 1973, P. 85). Although this can be contrasted with the 41% of

poor students with similar ability it is substantial enough a proportion to

earn some attention.

Some specific values considered

Some of the specific values or personality characteristics which

are tentatively assumed to be related to post-secondary aspirations range
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from risk-taking and self-confidence (Clark et al., 1975, D. 84),

lack of conviction (Council of Ontario Universities, 1971, p. 30),

concept of time, and activistic or

1975, p. 93), to a "thecretical or

p. 84). Siecifically, the Cnuncil

fatalistic orientation (Craft,

abstract cast of mind"IPike,

of Ontario Universities, _fits _ea@

example, (171) stated:

"The Subcommittee regards as beyond questhn
that one of'the major factors encouraging the
existence of a self-i)erpeturting, poorly-
educated lower socio-ecouomic group Is the
lack of.conviction .1.7.7 students with such

backgrounds that they sbould invest in 4igher
»ducation. If CSAP does not consciously
provide for such encouragement, tben it is
not a sdheme which addresses itself 'universally'
to all Ontarions; rather, it speaks only v.o those
who are a/ready convinced of the values tblt the
higher education policy presumes."

p. 30

It is not yet clear, however, whether or not such characteristics

or values are independent or part of a more inclusive value orieutation.

Indeed, some have suggested motivation is one such higher-order value

characteristic and have thus discussed the implications rather extensively

(Craft, 1975; Beattie, 1961; Piphotr, 1962; Pike, 1970). Unfortunately,

research is sorely lacking on this issuet especially within the Canadian

context. In probing the role of motivation amorg Canadian high school

students and uniTersity aspirants, one reviewer noted:
_

"There is insufficient evidence availablc 'pima
Canadian sources to indicate whether cleu,s
differences in motivation are more important
or less important than class differences in
income (or in scholastic performance) in
helping to maintain the existing class bias
in Canadian higher education."

Pike, 1970, p. 119
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However, evidence drawn from American research strongly

suggests that "the prime cause of class bias in college entrance

rates ... is 'motivation' " (Jencks, 19681 ,pp. 277-316). Porter (1965)

urged that, in the context of equal education opportunity in Canada,

more attention be paid to the "low levels of motivation presumably found

amongst large proportions of working class children" (p. 5).

A study prepared for the Canadian Conference on Education

(Beattie, 1961) hypothesized that while ability is important for post-

secondary access wad performance, "It is probable that :te increased

potential depends not on2y upcn inherent capacity for learning, but also

tc a great extent upon increes.s. motivation" (p. 5).

Notwithstanding the lack of "direct evidence" in Canada,

Pike (1970), in making two important propositions, wrote:

1) "It seems likely that the =ain influence of
class differences in motivati= is felt in the
high school gradoa prior to.matriculation."

2) "In view.of,the tendenerfor Canadian high schools
to apply somewhat more stringent academic screening
devices than those used in American schools, it
seems likely that the Canadian working-class student
who.succeeds in matriculating from high school will
tend to be more highly achievement-oriented than his
American counterpart. In turn, this possibility
suggests that class differences in motivation may be
smaller amongst Canadiansthan amongst-American high
school graduates and accordingly that theY may play,
a more limitecipart in social selection at the
university entrance level."

7- 119

Another Ontario study, in supporting Pike's appeal for attention

to pre-matriculation grades, argued that grade 9 was a critical grade with

respect to the manifestations of motivational differences (Clark et al.,

1969, P. 57). 57
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Do different levels of motivation adequately reflect the

"value orientation" mentioned earlier, or do they primarily relate to

social class? There is some evidence to support the latter, but

considering, as has been previously pointed out, that many high ability

students from high socio-econodic backgrounds in Ontario at least, dhoose

not to go on to university, there is room for inquiry into factors other

than motivation in studying the aspirations of poor and rich students

respee-ively.

Renewed understanding: Value orientation

As Pike (1970) commented: "The assumptions underlying many

sociological studies of class differences in motivation are indeed

vulnerable to criticise(p. 116). In citing relevant research, he went

on to dispute the conclusion that "vorking-class parents are less ambitious

for their children than middle-class parents, and simi1ar17, that vorking-

class childrer are less atbitious for themselves than middle-class dhildren"

(p. 116).

$oule justification for Pike's skepticism cones fram Turner

(1964) who proposed "a ladder of mobility" wherein the index of aMbition is

not the aspired level per se, but the distance between this and the initial

level as deduced from the students social-class background. In a further

examination of the social class-motivation relationship, Scanzoni (1967)

pointed out that:

"there may be no genuine differentiation between
the classes in the values attadhed to success,
but rather the working class simply put less
emphasis on success because they perceive the
obstacles which bar the way to its attainment."

p. 1049
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Gottlieb (1969), in an extended version of this proposition

"The observed alienation of the poor is not
the result of a voluntary rejection of legitimate
means or ends ... Their alienation is more a
product of an inability to came up vith the
resources, materials, social and paychological
requirements for middle class goal attainment than
it is a rejection of middle class goals and values."

p. 98

He concluded. "There are few referents who can help convince

the youngster that there is a meaningful relationship between what he is

being asked to do in school and his awn goals", (p. 98).

It would appear then, that not only are there complexities

in research execution and interplay of factors, but also conceptualization

on the problem differs. In the first place, there is a school of thought

which holds that social class depresses educational aspirations. Others

propose that social class per se does not restrict aspirations, but that one's

awareness of financial or other ascriptive barriers hinders the accommodation

and development of high aspirations. Yet others arp-e that high educational

aspirations persist in spite of financial inability or class divisions, and

that the only thing really lacking is sufficient money to actualize these

aspirations.

Pike underlined the second point:

"It is reasonable to suppose, for example, that if
working class students perceive tlae road to the
universities as being closed to them, either far
academic or financial reasons, then their motivation
for success and achievement may either be blunted,
or adjusted to the level of thr perceived
educational opportunities."

p. 117

5 9
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Still, the unsettled =ature of this propostion persists, as

another research team put it:

"Different groups have quite distinct life patterns.
Their values and ambitions differ from those of
other groups ... Class, then becomes a term which
has occupational, economic, and cultural implicatiow."

Clark et al., 1969, p. 80

Obviously, there are important differences in the perspectives

discussed above, the most important being an emphasis on process as opposed

to product variables in the relationships between motivation, social class,

and post-secondary educational aspirations. It would require more than a

questionnaire to determine:

"whether or not limited aspirations are primarily
the result of limitations imposed on the educational
and occupation opportunities of a given group, or
whether it arises from group adherence to a specific
sub-cultural value-system."

Pike,.1970, p. 118

In this same vein, Btetam (1972) wrote:

"The desire.to go to college may or May not rersal
a hig4 degree of personal striving; Culturally,
the goal is ranked relativelY highly; but it is
doubtful whether it reveals as muCh ambition for
the very intelligent students, or for those from
a privileged.socio-economic stratum compared with
those fram a deprived family oackground."

p. 123

This extended argument not only supports Turner's proposal of & "ladder of

mobility", but fUrther suggests distinctions between ambition, opportunity,

and intelligence. Breton, in supporting Pike's viev,then concluded with

a most provocative point: "The accessibility of a goal for different

individuals is important to the validity of the concept of ambition" (p. 123).
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Throbbing throughout this perspective is the Lcplication that

a poor student with university ambitions is spurred on by a greater &mount

of motivation than a rich student with similar ambition. Investigation

within this context would obviously require a different strategy than

traditional surveys. Furthermore, it would entail a second look at

motivation within the monetary-value controversy; a look especially ba.sed

on Merton's (1957) contention that analysis of aspirations requires

data on the "acceptance of the goal and norms as moral mandates and

internalized values" (p. 173).

Thus, two separate issues for analysis emerge here. First, the

measurement of ambition. Second, identifying the extent to which students

incorporate socially valued goals. Another alternative is to obtain measures

of ambition which are independent of zDecific goals bearing cultural

differentials. Conceptually, then, the relationship between values and

educational aspirations are difficult, yet interesting to pursue. From a

research point of view, it remains a potentially rewarding area.

Renewed Understanding: Financial Ability,

Within the framework of this discussion, it is also useful to

make some distinction betwflm yvailability in terms of family

income and financial aid available or perceived as being available from an

outside agency by students.

It is true that in current Ontario aid programs, some

consideration is taken of family income as a source for financing students'

education. Parents' Choice mad values, as one study noted (Porter et al., 1973),

bear some additional direct influence on students' post-secondary plans.
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However, the research focus, tentative albeit, has usliAlly

been on the general question: Given some guarantee of adequate outside

aid, to what extent would students, especially those from low income groups,

aspire to a university education?

:n one study (Clark et al., 1969)-, a sample of grades 9, 12,
.

_and 13 Ontario students who had no initial post-secondary intentions

were offered "enough money" as an inducement to change their minds.

It was found that this offer ranked third as a reason for those who were

willing tl change their minds. "Never thought about it", and "Yes, if I

need more education to get ahead in my job", ranked first and second

respectively. Social class measures and lack of ability or achievement scores

in this study leave the issue somewhat blurree. FUrthermore, no distinction

WAS made as to the specific forms in which "enough money" would be supplied

(e.g. grant, loam, or scholarship). Also, no classification was made within

post-secondary institutions. Breton's (1972) approach to the problem also

suffers from some of the shortcomings described above.

When these weaknesses are found in studies using only those who

are still attending secondary school, one senses the need for a stated set of

minimum requirements for further studies. Some of these could be:

i) adequate representation of different grade levels
ii) adequate representation of different social class levels
ii) adequate representation of ibility or achievement levels
iv) measurement of the extent of commitment to post-secondary

education
v) identifying type of post-secondary institution aspired to
71.) specifying the exact form of financial aid offered.

Other problems of a more psychological nature exist when one

recalls the processes of and research on commitment and decision-making

(Becker, 1966), cognitive consistency (Feldman, 1966; Festinger, 1957), and

attitude change (Sherif et al., 1965; Zi..0'11/4.4 and Ebbescn, 1969), aspects
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of vhich appear quite necessary for consideration in any solid investig3.1.-,;

of social class and post-secondary educational aspirations, but which

so far been unfortunately ignored by a more sociologically-oriented line

of research.

Essentially, attention to these areas could well clarify, for

example, the extent to which a lover-class student may experience psycholo4..cal

discomfort in pursuing an educational goal which may be outside his social

class frame of reference.

Gj
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COMMLNTS ON METHODOLOGY

-..sr and large, Ontario and Cahadian research on students'

2ost-5ecemdary educational upirations has depended on questionnaire

surveys mad as such remain vulnerable to all the limitations which

accompany such a stratm. Maese drawbacks include the problem of

Ihcially desirable responses, 'Anose4 or restrict-A Choices and questionnaire

ambiguities. Furthermore, when students' intentions are linked to actual

behaviour, a number of dirfi:nities arise (Anisef, 1974, p. 2) among them

variations, in commitment, time itterval between intentions and behaviour

and inadequate measures of in%.entions.

Moreover, Vac, vaMples studied for educational aspirations scarcely

take any account of those vho %ad alrea4y left the high school system. Also,

lacking in the traditfonal research are experimental or interviev approaches.

It would appear that, considering the acclaimed subtlety and complexity of

the social-psychological processes related to post-secondary educational

aspirations, a usefUl strategy would be to use the questionnaire survey,

experimental and interviev approaches in supplementary fashion, or as an

extended design.

Specifically, such an integrated format could also bl fruitful in

teasing out the relative influence of monetary and cultural factors on different

socio-econoric groups. Sometimes in survey designs it is not possible or

necessary to ci r. statistical tests which reveal the extent of reriance within

a sample. But the consistent ladk of indicators of variance has allowed for

some ambiguities in interpretation. Trends, averages, or simple percentages

do not *Limeys tell the whole story.

6 4
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These comments do not imply that shortsightedness and

inelegmace were the hall marks of research on educational aspirations.

Rather, the situation testifies to the difficulties and complexities of

conceptualizing, sanpling, and executing research on such a multi-

faceted issue. Still, it is essential to bear these shortcomings in mind

both in considertmg actions which educators might take and in considering

directions for further research.

For instance, the assumptions which have generally underlined

previous researdh, really cannot go unchallenged. It is ucually assumed

that students have one level of aspiration. Degrees of preference or

perceived chances of attainment were mot generally provided for, at least

in Ontario and Canadian research.

One American team (Rodman, Voydanoff and Lovejoy, 19T4), in mu

attempt to strengthen their methodology, put it this way:

"While our research methods may never capture all
of a person's mixed hopes and emotions, we can at
least move beyond the concept of a level of
aspiration to the concept of a range of aspirations."

P. 2.84

Atter combining various educational levels into groups, this

team based their measure of aspiration on tvo criteria:

i. The highest educational group to which
the student aspires in terms of high,
medium, or lov levels.

ii. The total pattern of groups to which the
individual aspires -- for example whether the
adolescent aspires to only a single group or
to several groups of educational achievement.

These two criteria have been used to determine whether the student

has a "narrov or wide range" of aspirations. They also ma4e it possible to

categorize a student's response, as, for instance, high-level narrow range

or low-level narrow range.
65
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This strategy is both theore*ically and empirically useful. It

brings to the fore the concept of "value stretch" and its possible

relationshi social class, sex, or ethnic groups. The theory attached

to this concept (Rodman, 1963, p: M5-215) holds that members of the

lower class ihare the dominant values ce the society, but "stretch" these

values dowaward becanse they frequeatly do not have the resources that would

enable them to achieve in accordance with the dominant, or middle-class,

values. Essentially, this implies that lower-class persons do not necessarily

abandon the Imainant values, but they may modify them so that their values are

in consonance with their behaviour (Festinger, 1957).

In order to counteract socially desirable responses, another

study (Karmel, 1975) constructed five questions which enabled the student

to state his or her perceived chances of success on. a probability scale

ranging tram 0/10 to 10/10, While the content of the questions and sample

characteristics remain inadequate for the present context the use of a

probabilistic format strongly suggestsanother way to improve researcb tactics

for investigating students' post-secandary educational aspirations. Moreover,

Karmel indicated her subjects' satisfaction with her "realistic" format as

opposed to other traditional methods. The author also noted that the

probability scale reduged "social desirability contamination" and afforded a

"closer approximation to interval data than that provided by content analysis

or categorization techniqu" (p. 63).

It must also b ted that research strategy is forged on the

theoretical assumptions one makes about the relationships between educational

aspirations and students' value orientations. Consider Pike's (1970) hypothesis

6 6



"I would not like to give the i=pression that
problems of educability and talent loss are
limited jtmt to children from the lower socio-
economic groups or from certain ethnic or
racial minorities. The problem is most marked
amongst children in these groups, but middle-
class children are not immune from the wastage
syndrome."

P. 174

At this point, his view is consistent with earlier findings. He then

introduces a tentative research strategy:

"It is interesting to speculate on the hypothesis,
occasionally made, that problems on school drop-
out and educability amongst worting-class children
have to be examined in sociological terms - i.e.
we would look at the child's social environment
to establish causes - whereas with the middle-class
Child they are largely a matter of individual
psychology - i.e. we can expect his social
environment to favour school success and retention
so we must look at individual psychological capacities
and difficulties to account for failure at, or withdrawal
fram, school."

P. 174

With social class as the independent variable then, the suggestion is to

construct the dependent variables within two separate theoretical perspectives.

The research discussed in this paper has generally equated

intentions which students expressed with their actions in the future. The

extent to which this strategy is successful in explaining thought processes

and actual behaviour will go a long way in determining the validity of the

research. Take the case of grade 10 French-speaking students who significantly

outnumber the Enmaish-speaking students in agreeing that "the most important

qualities of a real man are determination and ariving ambition! (Porter et al.,

1973, p. 237). Yet when it comes to retention rates from grade 9 to

grade 13, French-speaking students fwe most-p-oo-rly-=- 3.2$-retention -rale

versus 40.6% and 13.2% for Yiddish-and Engliah=speaking étkdénispectivêly

(King, 1963, p. 88). Moreover, when their educational aspirations
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are considered, the differences fail to reflect their &-eater emphasis

(Porter et al., 1973, p. 238) on "deternination and driving ambition"

or "getting ahead in the world."

This situation is not confined to French-speaking students.

Responses from similarly positioned Negro students in the United States

reflect a similar pattern (Sherif and Sherif, 1984, p. al). In trying

to fit these facts -- unexpected. from a social learning viewpoint -- into

a theoretical framework, explanations rouged from "subordinate group

phenomenon" to "modes of dissociatioe (Antonovsky and Lerner, 1959, p. 136).

The latter explanation glows with psychoanalytical implications.

This discussion does not deny the existence of handicaps on lowly-placed

students or the "value stretch" concept. What it implies, as Korner (1946)

p. 333), had suggested, is that "The wish to deny -the existenCe ofii-Eindfiap

iS SO imeat that students develop compensatory mechanisms in order to convince

themselves and others that they really have no special limitations4"

This hypothesis can also be aptly applied to Rubin and Zavelloni's

(1969) ortu4r of Trinidad youths in which low status students entertained

extremely high expirations. An alternative, however, could be that in splte

of law socio-economic background, youths have acquired "appropriate" vaZue

orientations forged by other peculiar social. conditions.

Generally then, there seems to be no overall theory to accommodate

a study of post-secondary educational aspirations. One would have to state

a conceptual framework, eo/lect evidence, and then be prepared to modify the

original framework if the facts so dictate.

The foregoing examples are used to indicate that while traditional

investigation L.Itc students' post-secondary educational guipirations contains

certain methodolLgical gni conceptual weaknesses, there exist suggestions

for improvimer.4, especially in terns of tackling tne unsettled issue of the role

of financial end cultural fantors. 68
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Ta IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL RESEARCH

While, as far back as 194 5 (Canadian Youth Commission, p. 35),

the call for some understanding of educational aspirations within Canada

had been made, the research emphasis, for a long time, remained confined to

rates and causes of dropping-out in high schools across the differeat

provinces (Vincent and Black, 1966; Cheal, 1963; Canadian Edncation

Association, 1950; Bohol, 1955; Connor and Magill, 1965).

Within these periods though, the call for work on students'

post-secondary educational aspirations resurged with intermittent vigour.

In 1957, one committed researcher, (Fleming, 1957), in having to base his

conceptualization extensively on American studies, regretted this state

of affairs and implied the need for systematit local research (m. 4). He

subsequently participated in ame of the mioneering Ontario efforts an the

subject (Atkinson Study of Utilization of Student Resources, 1956), but

still went on to Tarite in 1965:

"it mast also be keot in mind that most of
the thousands of studies retorted have been
carried cut in the United States. it is
characteristic of this tyte of atu t. that local
factors -clay ma immortant mart ... It is hard
to discover a creditable reason why investigation
in Canada should have lagged behind."

F1,tg, 1965, m. 8

There we--e those who advanced specific reasons for stetting op

antario and Canadian research (Breton and MacDonald, 1963, p. 269). Cme

tam (PavrIko and Bishop, 1::66), based their =meal an the =remise thst the

:aaadian educational system is ":ess ea-a:its:rim: and more elitist" than --7at

-f the ---4ted States. Evi4,...or. 'or t1.4s =rends... comes -'r-nitb-! fact that

20% of the normal 1951 college age grcop La rolled in or-llee in the United

6 9
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States as opposed to approxi=ately 5% for Canada (Jackson and Fleming,

1957, p. 82).

Writers of the same period (Naegele, 1964; Lipset, 1964;

wrong, 1955; Porter, 1961) have described the Canadian naUonal character

as a conservative syndrome. In camparison to the United St::1:ea, Canadians

are perceived by these writers as being more likely to adhere tc elitism

rather than egalitarianism, ascription rather than achievement, particularism

in conSrast to universalism, and diffuseness, rather thvl specificity.

In terms of educational aspirations, equality, and public demands, Fleming

(1974, p 27) makes a crucial point: "Canadians ap,pear to have a higher

tolerance for inequality iu general than do their neighbour Americans."

To the extent that these characteristics are believed to affect

the values of our youth, it is necessary to conduct Canadian research before

hastily accepting f4-dings fram other r-sions. However, whether or not such

generalizations on values are applicable to a socially and culturally

diversified region as Toronto rpmnins an empirical question.

Other researChers stressed the need for Ontario studies,

particularly in light of important educational, economic, and damogranhical

Changes within the province (Cheal, 19f7, m 137; Porter et al, 1973, m x).

Statistical commarisons in terms of high school retention, matriculation,

and university enrolment rates tend to sulmort the latter apmeal (Pike,

1970, mu 25-27). One study argued for Ontario research (Marsden and Harvey,

1971) if only ta confirm, give= local =nditions as they are, the::: the °4-dings

from elsewhere are "t=2 of Ontario as weir 1T).

Pike ;1970) in going further, warned af the mossf,bi c. aangers in

sholying ta Ontaria and Canada, the findings fru= outside regions.

Not only that, but same of the relevant research stretches back to the fifties

ana could very Jell be umdated to maintain same validity-
70
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:f the arguments for Canadian and Ontario researdh are

so strongly put forward, then it is justifiable, cm the basis of social

structure at least, that Toronto conduct some relevant research of its

own on post-secondary educational aspir5itions. Indeed, the diversity of

student population and academic structure of Toronto (Buttrick, 1972;

Wright, 1970, 1971, 1972; Wright and Ramsey, 1970; Danziger, 1975;

Maykovich, 1975) sharply justifies more local researCh. Two reviewers

(Jackson and Fleming, 1975, pp. 85-88) noted that while "Provincial and

therefore regional differences in the =atter of school attendance are

quite great", they vent on to show. that Toronto, in terms of high school

and oost-secondary enrolnent,ranked thirteenth amd eighth respectively

among all major Canadian cities (p. 86).

terms of monulation diversity, it should be noted that one-

ruarter of all students in Toronto schools were not born in Canada or more

generally, "'English was not the mother tongue of over 14.0 per cent of the

students in the Toronto school syste=".(Wright,_1970,...m. 9).__It vas also

so 4"-ally found that 43% of the students in "non-inner city schools"

enrolled in the 5-year Arts tad Science trogram as apposed to 25% of th,i-

stu4,..^ts in "'--e--c4t7r schools ;Wrizat, 1972, p. 10). Considering the

relationship 'oetween mrmgra= amd university enrol=ent, this finding suggests

a relations^io between university aspirations amd school loce4-ion within

the Tcrunto area.

Alsc, non-Canadian born students in az least one Toronto Ei.th

School .-Ssmhleton and aorSeleY, 1367) gained more favourable accog.---ic and

ent as=c.ss---ts than Canadi=---c-- =-udents. a= th.e bes4s of

.-_s an. otner =rect.-14-E trends, the argument for Toronto research into

students' =0st-secondary educational aspirations rmnains

7 1



which have tsmnted previous investigations, and opens up areas for further

research. Finally,justification for local research is presented.

Generally, it seens that while exploration of specific or

isolated factors related to educational aspirations is usefUl, there is

room for investigetion based on the wider value orientations which students

=ay entertain in their formation of educational aspirations. Indeed, mumh

of the complexity surrounding the factors related to post-secondary aspirations

=ay be due to the lack of such comprehensive variables as cultural values --

a study of which could. be more meaningful.

This uossibility is quite consistent with an argument 1 ir1e 4rtg

students' vorld viev to tbeir ed=ational aspirations. Craft vrote.

"All too often what might be regarded as more
superficial aspects of life-style (e.g. the degree
of hcme-centredness) or conveniently quantifiable
demographic data such as family size are regarded
as determinants of behaviour when it is possible,
that they are merely reflections of deeper, and
perhaps largely iisirlicit assumptions about the nature
of the social and physical environment.-

"it cam be argued that insufficient attention
has been given to these deeper levels of belief
as sources of =otivstion, not anly in educational
researches, but also, rar example, in stratification
studies."

Craft, 1975. =2. 93-94

7 2
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A pivotal point for such investigations could very well

be the relative influence of monetary and value factors in the students'

decision-making process and am examination of the grade levels at which

values are influential.

Permeating the discussion has been the ideal of equal educational

opportunity. '4hile the intricate and extensive philosophical implications

of thisideal are not within the present scope of this paper, the following quote

(Anisef, 1974) indicates how research designs are crucially_shamedbv_one's rerspectire

"if representatives of school system in
Ontario wish to broaden the scope of their
students' educational horizons, they must
realize and understand the complexity of the
task. They must realize that an adolescent's
milieu, the social-psychological support he
receives, and his self-evaluation all interact
to produce educational and vocational decisions.
Procedures must then be developed to learn more
about who specifically can profit ia what ways
=dhow much of what kind of higher education.
To encourage all adolescents to broaden their
eduzational horizoms would be foolhardy and
inappropriate."

p. 130

A report cozzaissioned by the Cmtario Provincial Government (1968)

reflects the same positioa vhen it advocates that "every rmTd have the right

to the best possible learning experience o7,Pr.surate with his needs, abilities

and astirations" (p. 170).

Cn te-e otter ^and, other -4...searchers (Porter et al., 1973; Coak

et al., 1969) mrami-ently argue cm the coint "vto smenifically cam profit."

eir =ca.= 4q n^t only 1..os- to "-andle those vto show themselves as able and

villing, :tut extends to consideri:ngleny the able Nnd wi-"-g are so

distromorticnatel7 idztributed across social class :c the extent that

tractical considerations of the issue of educational astirstions and attainne-4-
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will remain hooked to public policy and a litited number of post-secondary

places, the dilemma posed by Jackson and Flening (1967, p. 75) "who goes

to university" versus "who should go to university" is more than mere rhetoric.

Two implications immediately arise. One, in view of the

universities' desire to accept only the "best" applicants, how able mmst

"able" be, and in what terms (e.g. grades, creativity, persistence?). The

point is that even among the "able and willing" some might have to be left

out if university places are limited by the selection procedures. This

argument also implies that if an able student Chooses a personally satisfying

alternative to secondary education this is in sone way "a wastage of talent."

It is hard to believe that post-secondary education is the ultimate goal in

our society. Ftrthermore, CAATs and universities are not viewed as egysaly

valued alternatives.

This introduces the second implication. Willingness to attend

university then becomes the critical disposition -- not ability alone --

espetially when university credentials are pervasively recognized by the

school system as steps for social nobility, or as channels for social

privilege and self-esteem. Tt is obvious that the earlier list of mitigating

factors such as sex and geogramhical location cam be seen as crucial elements

that linit "willingness" even where there is ability. That willingmess

aspirations) to attend universi.ty is disaroportionately distribrted across

SOCial r*7 ImC divisions thma provokes educatiocalists to consider the fortes

vti ch inpinge on the formation of such aspirstions. Possibilities and

restrictions of intervention also arise. Tae ethical matters of iaterfering

vi.th family socialization, peer influer--., amd stridents' lifestyles do need
_

delicate treatnent. Ptrthemmore,'should edzcaticual noliciers tlso 7e iir-t.ad

tova.rds those rich mad able studerts v. o entertaia no uz.,--rsitr asof.rations ?

The nrtblen of accessibilit., then affects not only inanoi dissZvamtagrei
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students, but as Fike earlier indicated, students from high social

class backgrou=ds as well.

Thus, there are two major questions to Le answered:

i. Why are more able and willing students not
attending university?

ii. Why are more able students not willing to
attend university?

Finally, it must be noted that this paper omitted other

attendant tssues. For instance, the relationships between educational

aspirations and the dhanging occupational and income patterns in Ontario

is not mentioned. No consideration has been given to the old argument

of "liberal education" versos "skilltraining". The CAATs and their

status Ecl rolc in comparison to universities have received little attention

in the available research.

"1.e tamer _mly hinted at the imporT.ance of aa individual's

personal satisfactior in nt.rizg- is choic2s for the fuzurf:.

3.4.4 4.S " t,"at arl futue research should focus on

the wwis in whiot the nrocess cf ±:ice occurs and should consiier the value

----ems with4n .44.4ch such choices are made.
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STIMMARY

What We Know About Post-Secondary Asoirations

:t is now fairly easy to recognize that social class Gnd sex

are two variables prominently related to both students' post-se,tondar:

educationel aspirations and their actual enrolment. In Toronto, as

in magy other regions, there are generally more lower-class than

niddle-class students of high ability in absolute numbers in the early

high school grades at least. However, a smaller proportion of lower-class

students aspire to attend university and an even smaller proportion actually

do attend.

Being both poor amd female depresses the likelihood even further.

:t must be noted, however, that these groups enter other forms of post-

secondary imstitutions,such as CAATs, in substantial =umbers, usually in.

greater proportion than that of middle-class students. Chviously, both

filtering sad chanelling systems are at work in the province.

We have also shown in the preceding review that language, ethnicity,

location of residence, ability, fp-{',7 size, birtIA order, information access,

type of high school amd program, personality traits amd the role of significant

others, are some of the specific factors related to post-secondary educational

aspirations. While some of these relatips (e. g. family size, self-concept,

ability) are rather expected, there are zolz=le_Idties which :arrant a second look.

With the notable exceotion cr students fr=Tiddish-soegoring a=d

Frer-ch-ssic.77-g hs, mo oo=sistent relationstio betwee= Iangoage backarsu=d

amd educstiutal asoiratirms 1-las bee= denc=sorated. While large =ombers
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of students from French-speaking homes hold high post-secondary educational

aspirations, their attendance rate at university is much lower than their

aspirations would warrant. The discrepancy for males is greater. However,

students fram Yiddish-speaking hames have both high educational aspirations

and proportionally high university attendance rates.

Students in rural areas tend to have, as a group, lower

educational aspirations than their counterparts in urban areas. Apart from

the other psychological and sociological forces previously discussed, the

availability of post-secondary educational facilities in the city areas

contributes to the difference.

In large measure then, to say that any one of the above variables

sufficiently exolains students' educational avoirations is iadeed a half-truth.

:Instead, one of our s.Jundest conclusions is that these variables interact to

such sa extent thtt Alk .ingle one can, by itself, give an adequate explanation

of the formation or presence of str.der.ts' post-secondary educational aspirations.

One study (Career Decisions of Newfoundland Youth, 1974) concluded: "A student

in a fnrf",y of ei.ght Zhildren was less than half as likely to attead university

as was his counterpart from a family of three children or less" (p. 184).

However, e cannot state uneqvivocally -hex a student fram a large na-ndly would

be less likely -o asmire to university. As Breton (19 ) noted: "While the

size of the ffv.-477 is negatively correlated with educat.Fonal intentions, the

effect of fara.Iy size is somewhat reduced When socio-ecomomlc baokgroond is

controlled" :p. 3561. One would even have to consider residence and birth order

as well 17."-st bozos from rich gr'017 J'amilies living in urban areas are most

likely to as-n:1.-e to and attend uni-ersity. The ik.:.1lh374 increases if the

student is male.

7 7
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Another conclusion is that while students may have high ability

end perform well academically, this is not enough to develop university

aspirations. It is necessary for such students to see themselves as being

"bright mad capable of performing well."

Since it has been shown that the poorer the student, the less

likely he or she is to entertain a high self-concept, we are moved to

recognizd relationships among social self-concept, ability, and

performance on the one hand, and post-sectrndary educational asnirations on

the other.

We also know that the Government's aid program is not having

the desirable effects at the early high chool grades where it seenm

educational decisions are forged. MCney is available, but many students

do not seem to know- haw it could be involved in their educational decision-

-mkirg Furthermore, both the students in these early high school grades

amd their parents have inaccurate perceptions abow: '.-te cost of higher

educatioa.

We are impreased that money does matter, at least to the extent

that a student's aspirations are related to his or her family's income.

But ve cannot ignore the fact that a substantial number of students tram

well-to-do homes also ao not entertain university aspirations. Moreover,

the presence of high ability in the latter group does not necessamily lead

ro high post-secondary asmirations.

There is also some indication the:: eve= when poor stroortts of

high ability get sone financial guarantee, their decision "mat to enter

university" is suhstattially unchp-ged- The provisic= cf =amey. ill itself

nay be a necessary but zertairlly nct a suffici-ent cc=dition fc- Tcki=g

st--2e=ts' mcst-secandary educatic=a1 aspirstia=s.

7 8



Students' college plans are generally related to those of

their friends. However, one study found that girls from low socio-

economic groups in tvo Ontario tcvms were not influenced by their

friends' college plans. Perhaps these girls have different friendship

patterns from other teenagers. Generally, the only evidence about the

role of peer groups caa be interpreted as "birds of a feather USIInny

flock together" just as easily as saying "teenagers always say and do what is

the fashion among their friends."

Most of the above conclusions are based on trends or group

comparisons. This, im no vay, should detract the teacher from giving the

individual student of whatever social-class or sex full consideration based

on the merits st hand. Not all poor students have law educational aspirations.

Not all girls have law educational aspirations. The same applies to

students frnt rural areas, fram large fannies, or from non-Anglo-Saxon

backgrounds. We aut..,t to :esist the "exoectancy" syndrome.

:t 's clear the...Le is a disheartening gam between the policies

of equal educational apport=ity and the realities in Ontario and Toronto in

partic.,7=vr Matriculation and university attendance trends certainly do mot

match Ontario's reputation as Canada's richest province.

There 's a 4"fficulty in dete---"-,:ing whether or not students'

aspirations are entertained with personal satisfaction. As discussed earlier,

there are those who, in this case, qution the utility

"mersonal satisfaction" when it see= to seat

long-ter.= value

lindts =a social mcbility or

incone r.otential. Who decides': There is no easy answer.

:t woul' h though, if we recall that graae 3 is a critical level

for a st,:dent's ac c future. -:- here that
and coursea mgr or ma7 not lead to un17e_

he -r she decides a= program
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the decision ultimately rests with both student and parent, the school

can ensure at that time that the present options and future possibilities

are clearly placed within their decisioa-making domain.

What We Don't Knaw about Post-Secondary Aspirations

Research is somewhat lacking in the ways whereby students'

educational aspirations are formed. In other wards, the processes

(as opposed to strurtural variables such as sex, age, or family size)

Lavolved in the formation of such aspirations are a relatively =explored

field. Cf course, there have been suggestions that factors such as parental

and peer influence do contribute to students' eventual aspirations. But

the nature of the underlying social processes by which these factors are

transmitted is not yet quite clear.

We do not, for instance, have a systematic understanding of

what types of values or subtle reinforcement students derive from their parents

tawards the formation of educational aspirations. We cam, however, anticipate

relationships between students' educational aspirations and extrapolate far

example, from the oresence of other university-educated members within hisiher

family. But as to the way in which students' acpiratioms become limited or

enhanced by family ralues, we are left in some 4oubt.

'giber, and haw students' educational espirati,Ins %re influenced by

either financial resources or indigenous value orients:tic= r,,,min of critical

importance to -ccth t,es.,:hers and poliny-makers. It is, =fortunately, a

ouestion so far unrenclred I= the research literature within Canada at

:oing alomg with the idea -- as many 0=taxio bodit.-s are currently

acing -hat increased financial aid is the uana,:ea fo7. equal educaticual

ocrtu=ity, accordiug to scue edm:s=ors, could 7ery well be a vild goose chlase

8
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Given a guarantee of financial help, to what extent would

an able student, especially a poor one aspire to university, or change

his decision frk_n not going? The answers provided by the research remain

controversial. Moreover, the extent to which this financial guarantee

is related to ability (or more crucially, the development of ability) is

also unanswered.

In addition to this, there are at least three different ways_of

interpreting the relationship between low socio-economic background and the

absence of post-secondary educational aspirations.

One possibility is that such students are systematically

socialized into haing lov educational aspirstions and values consistent

with such aspirations. There is no psychological tension here. They are

content to stay in place, not having had high educational aspirations in the

first place. A second possibility is that students recognize but reject

hi *,4-car4,-al aspirations and the values accompanying high educational

aspirations for alternatives theT see as personally satisfying. In this

osse there is an adZustment which dissipates potential tension. '^e P4nal

possibility is that these students actually have high educational aspirations

and the accompanying values but, recogni-ing the numerous social an e-__oncric

barriers, fzel compelled to suppress these aspirations. This is a tension-

producing situation Which results in frustration. All these possibilities

likely oat be found in sone degree among students from lcw and -^dest moore
families. A similar three-part =roach can be used to look at 'enale and

=rag' 3 tu4.-ts.

Pos:-lecondarT aspi-ct4.-ons to factors such

as resida=ce, social-class, sex, apd f=-"v sine. However, we are faced

pose'bi-4ty -1.*at there are und..r'vimz value crientati=ns cutting

acl'oss each :f those values. I= what =pear to be =ere s-gnals

8 1
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could be integrated ty =ore encompassing variables. This, however, we are

yet to confirm empirically

Basically, two major questions arise in terms of social class

and accessibility:

1) why are more able and willi:lastudents not
attending university?

2) why are-more able students not willingto
attend-university?

Some argue that a university place should be provided for all

those able and willing Others are concerned about why and bow such

willingness is distributed across social :leas divisions. While the former

deals with accessibility, the latter question is directed at the brlader

issue of social stratificstion and the acquisition of functionalist values.

Nevertheless, university attendence will mot alweris be seen

as sthable or satisfying by all ,f the most "able". Furthermore, how

able mpst "able" be in light of a limited n=bc..r of university places?

:s 6_:ade average a sufficient or the =ost efficient way to

ieter=ine ability or university places? Are the results cm some external

tests a sufficient or the most efficient way to determine ability or

university entrance? Considering the role of personality factcn, the

answers seen to be "no .

So far, a .4,Tudgt fr= an external souroe has been imposed

on the students' ed.-coati:me. Choice. We are still left th wonder exactly

how the S"-ade=s ttemselve. see the worth f their zost-s-_- _mr.r asmirationz.

Does 1:e she feel detrived by sspir-'-g to OAA:*? Is "going to work instead'

1"a-4 a sa7.4s'eot4-- as "*..:l 7. as tta: :f s=z7.L.er

Por -_ r." -_e o__z

remains a relatively virzin arta. Ic 1.:=-Ir7e '7.1"s 4ss'ae, we vz-z1,71

8 2
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decide how to relate students' actual fee.lingi a:bout his or her wvtons

to the social implications of the aspiration (e.g. social mobiltty. ie

prestige value of a degree, and the society's need for plumbers r aul.o

mechanics).

abviously these questions help to remdnd us that students'

educational aspirations cannot be adequately treated outside the social

system in which they live. Why, for instance, is it a "wastage of talent"

for a high ability student not to go to university? Can this talent be

exercised in sooiety only through university education? Furthermore, what

criteria shoul e -Lsen to select the student whose educational aspirations

ought to be mod::'Lti.!

The Role of the School

There is a growing sensitivity in Toronto towards the role of

the school in the community. Moreover, in terms of both tchool board policy

and community expectations, the school cannot be absolved from some

responsibility with respect to students' post-secondary educational aspirations.

Evidence from this review suggests that the school's message must

start early mad extend beyond the classroom. It is not expected that schools

will tell all students they could or should go to university. What the school

should attempt, for example, is to ensure that this possibility is not

discarded prematurely.

In fact, a publication by the Toronto Board of Education -- "Role

of the Public School Counsellor" -- hints at this objective. It stated:

The_counsellor helps to ensure that each child receives
optimal benefit from those educational opnortunities
available for him.

"The counsellor assists each pupil and his parents in
the selection of an appropriate secondary school
program in the light of the pupil's abilities,'achievements,
interests, and asnirations." (emphasis added). bj
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These objectves generally reflect the current concerns of the

Board with respect to the improvement of "students' accessibility to post-

secondary education" in Toronto. However, the evidence in this review.

offers some direction for consideration by schools.

In the first place, the limitations of a school system must be

recognized. It is clear, for instance, that the social class, sex, or place

of residence of a student is related to his or her educational aspirations.

But a school system cannot change a student's sex. It cannot Change a parent's

occupat,onal status. Neither can it change where a student lives.

However, the research overview does suggest that these students =ay

not have an adequate understanding of the range and implications of

available educational options. Furthermore, these is evidence to suggest

that students o not have a clear picture of the costs of different types

of post-secondary education. If the school policy is indeed to let the

student receive "optimal benefit from those educational opportunities available"

then it follows that these "opportunities" in terms of range and social

Lmplications (e.g. jobs) must also be made as explicit as possible.

In view of available financial aid programs, students from poor

homes must be convinced that any perceived financial barriers are not

insurmountable in going on to post-secondary education. The growing feeling

that available aid programs are deficient is also relevant. Financial support

for tuition and books is one thing but, as some argue, such support should be

improved for other necessities (e.g. food, transportation, clothing) which

accompany a post-secondary educati.;nal option.

All in all, however, these deficiencies are not so overbearing as

to restrict the school from eLcouraging a poor but able and motivated student

from going on to a post-secondary education of his or her choice. Given

8,1



circumstances as they are, the school could nezcimize the potential e"e^*.s

cf current lid programs.

Directly related to this argument is the importance of money or

value orientation in students' educational aspirations. The fact that the

evidence on this question has been so inconclusive makes it difficult for

school counselling. The situation is not impossible though. It is felt that

some improvement in accessibility to post-secondary educatic.n could be

obtained if the school involves both student and narent in an appropriate

motivational program.

As Ravigurst (1962) argued: These young people -Jho do not now go

on to college cannot be reached with a scholasscip program which does not

have a companion motivational programme" (p. F.,1). He also implied such a

program for parents as well. The essential thing is to present the range and

implications of available educational optionc, in a more intensive fashion

than is done at present, especially for narents. Any attempt to conduct

further research into the type of values which affect students' and parenti,'

thinking would be quite usefUl in enhancing the school's role in thi3 respect.

The most potentially rewarding areas seem to be the transition from pUblic

to secondary school.

Post-secondary institutions in Ontario exe quite varied. Furthermore,

within the secondary school, there is a diversity of program options which, once

accented, Channel students towards particular forms of occupational careers.

The school policy, as stated, leaves final responsibility for educational decisions

to the student. Moreover, the general attitude is to "encourage students" to

appear voluntarily for personal advik: on program planning. In light of the

diversified high schocl programs and ecent curriculum revisions, the school

could consider how a student's willingness to seek counsellina varies with

social and academic characteristics of the student. Given the evidence that

35



many poor students with high ability do not have high educational

aspirations, the school could also consider a more action-oriented

counselling program. This, of course, depends on the extent to which

the school wants to interfere with the possible satisfaction with which

the student makes his or her Choice. It also depends on the extent to

which the school wants to influence parents, especially poor parents, to

change the educational expectations for their Children. This is a critical

step, maialy because with grade 8 students for example, it is felt that

parental feelings play a direct and important role in their educational

choices.

The evidence strlr,gly suggests that information on post-

secondary options ought to begin as early as possible. Grade 3, for

instance, seems to possess a sound basis for looking at how students

process relevant information. There is a definite possibility that

students at this level may, in some ways, resist the direction

educational advice offered to them. Informatton dissemination must

therefore be accompanied by a carefUl analysis of how and why some studentt

reject, perhaps inadvertently, the message for further education. This

acknowledges the fact that some attitudes do not change very easily. Indeed,

such a message, if not properly conveyed, may produce an effect quite opposite

to the one intended. The possibility that such resistence miry be related

to social class bears serious implications for the schools' policy of maximizing

educational opl'ions for all its students.

Grade 8 remains crucial not only in terms of program choice, but

more so, in light of the fact that at higher grades, attrition rates are

more to the disadvantage of the poor student. A motivational or informational

program at such higher levels will thus be done without the presence of some

8 6
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who =ay have needed it most.

In sunTrAry, the role of the school in terms of "improving

accessibility to post-secondary education" could begin with a systematic

information and motivational program, emphasized possibly in grade 8. Serious

attention and analysis would, however, have to be given to the vays in which

tnese stuments process the advice offered. E'ren though a student's

educational aspiration is a personal quality, it reflects to some extent the

natuxe and processes of a society. In Ontario, the reflection is not

exactly inspiring. There is a lot more to be done.

81
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